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By AP--REUTER 
A Japanese Jetlinor com- 
mande.ered by five heavily- 
a rmed hiJaekers holding 
than more 25 hostages 
refuelled in Kuwait early 
today and then took off 
agafn, heading in the 
direction of Damascus, 
Syria, the Japanese foreign 
ministry saidin Tokyo. 
$6 million and nowhere to go 
,")'I£:,ICT:AL L " '~"  '~ ~'' '  , . .  . LD.~t , , L  J. 
Hijackers let off hostages, take on fuel 
receiving a distress call 
from the pilot saying he was 
running out of fuel. 
He said the seven released 
hostages include four 
Japonese, two Australians 
and one New Zcalandor, He 
did not identify them by 
name.  
The jetliner landed here at 
1:44 a.m. (6:44 pJn. EDT 
The ministry said the 
hijackers released seven 
hostages in Kuwait, which 
revered its earlier decision 
not to allow the plane to 
land. 
Sheikh Sand al-Abdullah 
alsabch, Kuwait's interior 
and defence minister, said 
his country agreed  to allow 
the plane to land after 
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industrial democracy 
not for B.C. 
reuRed in the'improved 
conditions. 
He said results of another 
experiment in industrial de- 
mocracy conducted at B.C. 
Rail were disappointing. 
directors was inconclusive. 
The exPeriment worked 
well, he said, but because 
management changes were 
made at the same time it is 
not known which change 
Report planned on 
organizing Thornhill 
Her~dd Staff 
"A report on the feasibility of Thernhill becoming an 
organized are will be prepared by administration staff 
at the Kitimat-Stiidne Regional District on in- 
structions from directors. 
The issue came up at Saturday's board meeting 
when Thomldll Director Lea Watmough suggested a 
letter he written to Municipal Affairs Minister Hugh 
Curtis asking that Thomhill, now an unorganized 
area, be declared a development area. 
The question of Thomhlil's tatus has long been an . 
issue with residents of both Thornhill and Terrace. 
Various alternatives offering amalgamation with 
Terrace have been countered by suggestions for in- 
delzmdant status for the community. 
Administration asked the move be deferred until a 
report can he prepared, a suggestion Watmough found 
a~eeahie, and the matter was tabled until the next 
monthly meeting. . . . . . . . .  . . . 
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Retiring Douglas 
still after Liberals 
Canada had une million 
unemployed, 
"Trizdcau had claimed to 
have wrestled inflation to 
the ground but it sure got up 
in a hell of a hurry." 
Trudeau had done more 
"to destroy national unity in 
10 years-than any other 
CanadSan prime minister" 
In 1968, the Parti 
Quehecois had eight per 
cent of the vote when the 
me minister ridiculed 
P proposals for more 
flexibility for Quehecwithin 
the constitution. Today, the 
PQ had 52 per cent, 
Trudeau was the most 
minister financially since 
the Second World War end 
the devices and policies 
being used today econom- 
• Icaily were highly 
rem{nlscent of the stei'ile, 
Useless federal action 
.chosen to attempt o solve 
the Depression of 1929-1931. 
"Wefve learned nothing." 
.J 
PARKSVILLE, B.C. (cP) 
T.C. (Tommy) Douglas, in 
an address marking another 
step toward retirement 
from active politics, said 
Sunday that the New 
Democratic Party isn't 
buying the military con- 
scription proposed recently' 
by Defence Ministor uamey 
Danson. 
"We put  the Liberal 
government on notice," 
Douglas told a nominating 
convention to choose his 
potential successor. 
"The NDP won't let the 
Liberals use the misery and 
frustration of the unem- 
ployed as an excuse to 
hnpase mi l i ta ry  con- 
scription." ' ' 
• Douglas aid the Trudeau 
record "stinks to high 
heaven." 
It was an absolute 
disgrace that a country like 
VICTORIA (CP)The kind 
of industrial democracy 
which is working in West 
Germany should not be 
.eonaider~l an export item 
for other societies, Klana 
Bchr, West German em- 
baasy official, told a British 
Columbia conference on 
industrial democracy 
Saturday. 
He said that Canada 
would find its own way of 
overcoming the con- 
tradietions and tensions 
found in all industrialized 
societies. 
Behr described industrial 
democracy in West Get- 
many as a type of co- 
determination a d said that 
• it resulted from specific 
.German historical and 
mz:in-ecenomie conditions. 
History would show that 
eodetenninatlen--trying to 
streamline free enterprise 
and make it more human-- 
would be an alternative to 
other systems such as 
national ized industries, 
state  bureaucracies and 
.~urkers' self- " 
. . . . . . .  .... tr ,0n.  
" ~  ~athin, provincial 
deputy labor minister, said 
that B.C. was experiencing" 
peace in its industrial 
i.elationa because of a new 
eqllibrium in the balance of 
power. 
UNEMPLOYMENT A 
FACTOR 
He said the ~ovincial 
labor,  code and labor 
relations board were partly 
responsible for the greater 
stability in collective 
bargaining. High unem- 
ployment ~was another 
reason for labor peace. 
Matkin said radical 
changes to the coilective 
barp~ing system are noc 
necessary but decision- 
making should he broad- 
ened at all levels to .boost 
employe~e morale, dignity 
una s~se of worth. 
He also said that in- 
dustrial democracy had 
been oversold, causing the 
public to believe that it ina 
panacea for labor strife. 
He said an experiment in 
industrial democracy at 
Kootenay Forest Products 
in which a forklift driver 
and a millwright were 
appointed to the board of 
Sunday) after a seven-hour 
flight from Dacca. 
The Japanese hijackers 
had ordered the plane to fly 
to the Middle East  on 
Sunday after holding it for 
5½ days at the Dacca air- 
port in Bangladesh. 
The Japanese foreign 
ministry said the 
destination ofthe plane was 
Weather ] 
Overnight lows will he l 
round zeta " degrees [ 
cius. Monday's high is [ 
ted to reach 12. The [ 
[sky will cloud over in ~e I 
[ afternoon with me i
[possibility of showers[ 
I ven sht. . | 
not known. It said the plane 
took off at 3:57 a.m. (9:57 
p.m. EDT Sunday) after 
more than two hours on the 
ground. 
A spokesman said the 
seven were released 
because they were ill. 
"revolutionary" country. 
The hijackers are 
members of the ultra-leftist 
Japanese Red Army, which 
is reported to have links to 
the Beirut-based Popular 
Front for the Liberation ~f 
Palestine (PFLP), a radical 
guerrilla group. 
Captured Red Army 
members have told 
"Ah'port soumes in Kuwait 
said the plane would 
probably head for the South 
Yemeni cavital of Aden. authorities they received 
AIDED OTHER training in Yemen and 
HIJACKERS Lebanon. Three members of 
In the past, Kuwait has the band were responsible 
granted several bands of for the 1972 bloody massacre 
hijackers, mostly at Lad airport, near Tel 
Palastinians, safe conduct Aviv, Israel, in which 26 
to other countries willing to persons were killed by 
accept he terrorists, such machine-gun fire. 
as Yemen or Libya. HIJACKED OVER INDIA 
The hijackers of the JAL The terrorists cam- 
aircraft said earlier they mandeered the Paris-to. 
wanted to go to a friendly Tokyo JAL flight over India 
last Wednesday 13 m~utes Takin~ advantage of the 
after the plane made a hijack mege, rebel military 
stopover in -Bombay, officers taged a bloody but 
shortlived coup in 
In the course of round-the- Bangladesh early Sunday in 
clock negotiations .witt which dozens were killed. 
Bangladesh authorities in The uprising temporarily 
Dacca, the hijackers freed halted negotiations between 
US of their hostages in the terrorists and 
exchange for $6 million in Bangladesh officials but the 
ransom and six "comrades" plane left the airport later 
freed from Japanese jails. Sunday. 
The hijacked plane left 
Dacca with the freed 
"comrades" and the ran- 
som money. 
A JAL relief plane left for 
Dacca from Tokyo early 
today to help evacuate the 
released passengers and 
crew. Most of the 
ssengers are expected  to 
to Bangkok later today 
en route to Tokyo, 
This is the  th i rd  time a hi- 
jacked airliner has landed 
at Kuwait this year. 
In June, Kuwaiti troops 
overpowered a Lebanese 
cripple who hijacked a 
Middle East Airlines Boeing 
707 jetliner on a flight from 
Beirut to Baghdad. 
The Terrace Reds skated to glory In hockey action Saturday, but Kitimat Northmen took their revenge in'a following game Sunday. Story, page 5. 
I 
" Five years after the fact " 
,Inquiry begins into RCMP break-in 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A 
provincial commission of 
inquiry begins public 
hearings today into an 
illegal police break-in at the 
Montreal office of a leftwing 
news agency, the Agenee de 
Prasse Libre du Quebec. 
Headed by Jean Keable, a 
Quebec City lawyer who ran 
unsuccessfully for the Parti 
Quebeeois in the 1973 
provincial election, the 
commission was appointed 
in June,five years after the 
r~T~d'e break-in was staged 
by the anti-terrorist quaas 
of the RCMP, Quebec 
~ ovincial police and ontreal police theenight of 
Oct. 6-7, 1972. 
The case made headlines planned federal inquiry into 
last May when RCMP Chief RCMP activities. 
Supt. Donald Cobb, Quebec Since his appointment, 
provincial police Inspector Keable has studiously 
Jean Coutellier and Man- avoided publicity and a 40- 
treal police Det.-Capt. page opening spe~h at 2 
Roger Cormier admitted 
authorizing the raid and p.m. EDT today will be his 
first official word on the 
pleaded guilty to charges of course the ~ inquiry will take. 
failing to obtain a search 
warrant. But it is assumed that 
For the last two months, Cobb, Coutelller and Cor- 
Keable and his staff have ruler will be key witnesses, 
been sifting through reams 
of confidential police It is reliably reported that 
documents and questtoning another witness will be 
hundreds of potential wit- Robert Samson, the former 
He now is serving aseven- grounds that national eecur- 
year prison term after heing it),, foreign relations o: 
convicted of setting a bomb federalprovincial relations 
at the home of a Montreal are threatened. 
supermarket xecutive. Judge Roger Vincent of 
A key question is how far ses'sions court granted 
the commission will go in unconditional discharges to 
tracing the break-in back to the three officers following 
RCMP headquarters in their guilty pleas last June, 
Ottawa and the federal citing defence contentions 
solicitor-general's office, that the raid was prompted 
CAN CLOSE DOORS by fears of a violent "an- 
If the hearings become too n[versary celebration" by 
sensitive, Keable has the separatist terrorists. 
power to hold a closed-door The break-in came two 
nssses .  
ALSO FEDERAL INQUIRY 
To complicate the matter, 
the Quebec hearings are 
likely to overlap with a 
RCMP antiterrorist officer 
who revealed his personal 
involvement in the raid 
during trial on an unrelated 
charge last year. 
session. 
But another possibility is 
that federal Solicitor- 
General Francis Fox can 
block the production of 
certain documents on the 
ears and a day after the 
rant de Liberation du 
Quebec kidnapped British 
trade commissioner James 
Cross and triggered the 
October crisis of 1970. 
Burden of guilt 
Ugandan prisoner forced to murder 20 inmates 
Tales e/horror continue to ROw out 
of Idi Amln's Uganda. Few, 
however, match that told to The 
Asseelated Press by a former bank 
Clerk who now Is a refugee In neigh-. 
• boring Kenya. Here is his story of his 
ex.perienees In Amin's prisons, 
By  BRIAN JEFFRIES . 
NAIROBI (AP) -- Jacob Mugisaa 
is a 86-year-old Ugandan refugee 
now living in this Kenyan capital. 
There is little to mark him out from 
the thousands of other Ugandana 
~vho have sought sanctuary inKenya 
to escape the rule of Idi Amin. 
But Muglsha says that until the 
end of his days he will carry a 
burden of guilt from the more than 
one monthhe spent in one of Amin's 
prisons where, he says, he was 
forced to batter to death more than 
i 20 of his fellow prisoners, one of 
them a friend. 
Although ' independent con. 
flrmation of his account is not 
available, various internations 
human rights agencies have es- 
timated that as many as 100,000 
Ugandana have been brutally killed cut off from the rest of the prison by 
s ince  Amin seized power in a a wi~e fence. 
military coup in January, ~ 1971. Two days later, he said, he was 
There have been persisten selected along with three other 
prisoners he named them as Fred 
reports that Amin's police .an.d Masoke, Tom Galabuzi and a Mr. 
security men force prisoners to gm Lutymanga. 
each other. Muglsha says that at the prison of Amin's much-fearer "One of the ceils in the block is 
reserved for those who have been 
Public Safety Unit (PSU) on the chosen to die," Muglsha said. "We 
Kamlmla-Jinja read, about three were taken to the cell and at about 
miles fromthe Ugandun capital o f  9:30 p.m. the camp killer (..Corporal 
Kampala, this is the most favored Nyanzi) came with two policemen. 
form of kilii~g. They started calling us out.one by 
The, PSU, the military police and one into the courtyard ann men me 
Amin s secret police, the State compound. Musoke was the first to 
Research Bureau, are the three be called. Then they called my 
organizations of terror though which name. 
Arnin maintains his power. , "I went out and was told I had 
ACCUSED OF THEFT been called to kill Musoke with a 
Mugisha said he was arrested by heavy,thlck iron bar. I looked round 
the PSU on April 20, 1975, while on and saw police with machine-guns 
vacation from his job as a clerk at guarding us. I was shocked to see 
Barclays Bank in Kampala, and that I was going to have to kill my 
accused of helping to steal the friend. 
equivalent of $20,000 from the bank. BEATEN ON HEAD 
He said he was put in a callblock "I was ordered by the killer in a 
he described as  an oblong, black loud voice to beat him on the head. 
building with a courtyard in the That's ~ I did. I heat him to 
middle, surrounded by a compound death 
"Then they brought Galabuzi who 
was employed by the ministry of 
works. I did the same thing to him. 
After that they also broughl 
Lutymanga nd I also killed him." 
"Before I left Naguru on May 24, 
1975, I killed more than 20 people," 
Mugisha said. "Every night I was 
killing one or twopeople. There were 
other prisoners doing the same jan. 
But I did the most. 
"Nobody can know what it is to 
have the choice of either killing or 
being killed. I hate to think what I 
have done." 
More than 200 people were killed 
in this way during his time in the 
camp, Mugisha estimated. 
He said his worst memory is of 
killing Musoke, whom he described 
as being 17 years old. Masoke was 
accused of stealing money, but 
denied this. 
After his month as a camp killer, 
Mugisha said, he was taken before a 
court in Kampala and sentenced to 
one year  in Luzira prison after 
pleading uilty to stealing the bank 
money. 
Before he completed his sentence, 
he said, he was able to raise about 
$600 to buy his freedom. He said fled 
to neighboring Rwanda but returned 
to Uganda last year. 
TAUGHT SPORTS 
After his return, he was employed 
as a sports teacher at St. Henry's 
College at blasaka, about 80 miles 
south of Kampala. The school closed 
for vacation Aug. 26, but before he 
left the headmaster, Joshua 
Mulondo, told him the senior cricket 
team was to play a team from the 
army Sept. 6. 
The pupils in the team were told to 
report to the school by Sept. 4 but 
only.six turned up~ he said. He ca i l~ 
on me army sparta officer, uapt. 
Muhammed Seruwagi, to request a
postponement of the match, but 
Seruwagi marched him in front of 
Maj. Nasur Abdullah, governor of 
Uganda's Central province, who 
accused him of "bringing politics 
into sport." He was ordered ordered 
to return to the school under mili- 
tary escortand bring the six pupils 
back with him. 
"Back at Makindye we were all 
badly beaten and then crammed in a 
ceil with about 40 other people, in- 
cluding members of the Express 
football club, which was banned 
earlier this year," he said. 
On Sept. 10, he and the students 
wore taken before the jail's com- 
manding officer, a Col. Gabriel, he 
said. In front of them, lying on the 
floor bleeding badly, was M~ondo, 
the headmaster of St. Henry s. 
TOLD TO LEAVE 
"Gabriel said he was going to free 
us, but we and the other team 
members hould play the match 
without fat on Sept. 13," Mugisha 
said. "We were taken back to the 
school where I told the students to 
~ ck up and go home if they wished remain alive. 
"Before we left we learned "that 
Mulondo's body was taken out of 
Makindye to an unknown place. I ant 
almost ..mrtain he is dead. 
"Because of this experience I fled 
to Kenya." 
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Breakthrough method 
will provide fertilizer 
: WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
Scientists have developed a 
.- simplified way of making 
ammonia--the base for 
much of the world's fer- 
Ulizer--tbat greatly reduces 
: the amount of energy now 
: required for the process, the 
Starting with the Dail3 
Herald this week is otw new 
sports writer, Juliett, 
Proom.Originally fro~ 
North Vancouver, Juliette 
graduated last April with s 
Bachelor of Journallsn 
degree from Carleto~ 
University, Ottawa. Before 
returning to B.C. she 
worked on two community 
seekiles in that city. 
American Chemical Society Engineering News, the 
reported Sunday. society's weekly magazine. 
While the experimental 
The new method' uses technique is not ready for 
sunlight reacting with a commercial application, its 
special chemical cata!yst to developers say its potential 
promote the combinaUon of for energy savings is 
water and nitrogen gas to "enormous." 
make ammonia, says a Gerhard Schrauzer and 
report in Chemical and Ted Guth of the University 
of California at San Diego 
Stocky  d , ,  their method produces 
ar  ammonia at almost room 
temperatures and normal 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- atmospheric pressure. 
The opening Saturday of a This contrasts sharply 
$1.8 million stockyard was with the commonly used 
described by Agriculture Haher-Bosh Process, which 
Minister Jim Hewitt as makes ammonia by forcing 
the combination of nitrogen another step toward im- 
proved self-sufficiency in and hydrogen at tem- 
the livestock industry for peratures of 500 degrees 
British Columbia. Celsius and pressures 350 
Hewitt said his prime goal times that at sea level. 
as minister is to achieve 65 The secret of the new 
per cent self-sufficiency in process is the chemical 
the livestock industry by catalyst, powdered titanium 
1986. He said B.C. now is 43 dioxide permeated with iron 
per cent self sufficient but oxide. A catalyst is a 
9sly 17 per cent of the red material that aids a 
meat consumed in the chemical reaction but does 
province is processed here. not actually take part in it. 
The stockyard facility was Schrauzer said more 
constructed in an industrial efficient catalysts am being 
park about 10 miles east of develbped andthe yield also 
this Interior city and has a may be improved by using 
capacity of 5,000 head, mirrors to focus more 
double the capacity of the sunlight into the solar 
facility it replaces, chambers. 
. Elect 
'Senate  
,$ VICTORIA (CP) -- 
~Stanley Roberts, president 
of Canada West Foundation, 
~said Saturday the major 
viewpoint expressed uring 
a series of economic 
~workshops here was ttat 
~Canada should have an 
~elected Senate to ensure 
~. that regional aspirations are 
!~ heard in Ottawa. 
: Roberts said two other 
~concerns expressed at the 
!: workshops were the need for 
:! cheaper travel throughout 
:" Canada nd a need for more 
secondary industry in 
~. western Canada. 
Resolutions passed at he 
:conference will be for- 
~warded to the four western 
~provinces, which fund the 
~" Calgary-based foundation 
! and will form the basis for a 
conference on Western Can- 
ada to be held the Alberta 
city. 
Jewett 
loses 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) -- 
A 25-year-old articling law 
student was chosen Sunday 
as the New Democratic 
Party candidate for the 
riding of Burnaby. 
Svend Robinson took the 
nomination over Dr. Pauline 
Jewett, 54, 
HIGHWAYS - 
Norman J. Good D.C. 
Would like to announce to his Patients a change 
in Office Hours 
for the 
Practice of Chiropractic 
New Office Hours are: 
Man. Wed. Thurs. Fri. .  9:00 a.m.. 5:30 p.m. 
Tues. 1:00.8:30 p.m. 
Phone 632-4773 
B.O,G,E.U, 
SPECIAL §EETIN6 
of the 
B.O, 6overnment Employees Union 
TO DISCUSS 111E HEW OOHTM)T 
, " to be held 
Oct. 5, 1977 Kitimat Hotel at 12 noon 
Oot. 6, 1977 Terrace Hotel at 8 p.m. 
Plan to attend 
NOTICE TO ¢ONTRAGTORS 
Skoena Bedoral District 
Bridge Prolect 1168: Terrace - Prince Rupert Bridges: Agate Creek 2237, Igneous 
Creek 2591 and Kwlnltsa Creek 2580. Yellowhaad Highway. 
Contract 1 • General 
Full size drawings available. 
The work to be carried out under this contract consists of the construction com. 
plete of three bridges as follows:- 
a} Agate Creek Bridge • 2.span 63' prestressed concrete box stringer bridge with 
39'.¥' roadway. 
b) Ingeous Creek Bridge - 2'span 63' prestressed concrete box stringer bridge with 
39'.6" roadway. 
c) Kwlnltsa Creek Bridge - 2.span 125'.0" prestressed concrete box stringer bridge 
with 39'-6" roadway. 
The abutments & pier for each bridge consist of reinforced concrete caps on steel 
pipe piles. 
File: 3588.2 
Tender opening date: Tuesday, October 25, 1977 
SEALED TENDERS, on the forms and In the envelopes provided, accompanied 
by a bid bond or certified cheque as defined In the Instructions to Bidders, will be 
received by the Ministry of Highways and Publlc Works In Room 237, Douglas 
Building, Victoria, B.C., unless otherwise specified, up to 2 p.m. (local Victoria 
time) on the day of the tender opening, at which time tenders will be opened in 
public. The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions of tender con 
be obtained from the Ministry of Highways and Public Works, 3876 Norland 
Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. VSG 3S8 (telephone 294.4711), unless otherwise specified, 
or from the undersigned for the sum of el0. 
If available, full.size drawings can also beobtalned for an additional $10. 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to which the 
construction of this contract shall conform, are also available for the sum of $10. 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to the Minister of Finance. No 
such purchases are refundable. 
Ministry office hours ere from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
t~ Province of Ministry of Highways R,6, HARVEY 
B'" ' "" ritish Columbia and Pubh© Works Deputy Minister 
LliVi  
HARDWARE STORES 
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GORDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
THE 
T,V, GUIDE.. 
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• Knockout N~. Dressup Definition Cover to Cover 
a I k ~45 Knockout Mr. Dressup Definition Craver to Cover i I 
! :00 To Say Sesame Kareen's Yoga Music piece 
:lS The Least Street Kareen's Yoga Cant 
:~ The Gong Sesame It's Your Move ~ We See It 
I I 111:459~ Show Street It's Your Move ~ We S~ It 
• Hollyw~ Bob Mc Lea n Noon E l~r lc  ~mapny 
il : Squares Show News Electlc Company 
L : :~  ~ys~ Bob McLean Mavis M Is for Music 
I , , Our Lives CBC News Matinee: 
I i !~ 0 ~ys~ I Dream of "Thief" Truly 
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• a i :,IS The Doctors Squares .. Cent' , All About You 
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Karl Malden Pencil Sanford and Son Sesame 
Bob Newhart Box senford and Son Street 
Cant' Coming Up The Gong Show Sesame 
:45 ~nt'  , Rosle The GQng Show Street 
i" ~' I 
I 
FEATURING THIS WEEK 
Steam Cleaners... 
REHTALS 
$16.00 - 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. or 6 p.m. - 9 a.m. 
(cleaner optional) 
WEEKENDS $30.00 Sat. 6:30 p,m.- Tues. 9 a.r 
(share it with your friends) 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
635-6576 LTD, 496 UBELLE AYEs 
Hours: Tues, to.Sat, 9 a.m, to 6:30 p,m, Friday 9 a,m, to 9 p,m, 
A fiery speech by New Westminster MP 
Stu Leggatt set the tone of the New 
Democratic Party's nomination meeting 
here Saturday. The MP blasted the 
Liberal government, saying it abuses the 
Quebec lssure tO gain political pop .~larity, 
refuses to develop secondary Industry as 
a solution to .unemployment and is 
developing a user-pay transportation. 
poliqy which will allow the country's 
geographic barriers to tear it apart. 
Fulton elected new 
Skeena NDP candidate 
Herald Staff 
About 50 delegates lected 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
redidant Jim Fulton as. the 
federal New Democratic 
~Party candidate for the 
Skeuna riding at a party 
convention Saturday in the 
Thornbill Community Hall. 
Fulton, who led the two- 
man race by a comfortable 
majority according to one 
ballot counter, was declared 
unanimously elected on a 
motion by Bill Goedacre, of 
Smithers, the defeated 
candidate. 
Goedacre, 26, the 
president of the con- 
stitueney association, said 
hts defeat is not an upset 
;because he is relatively 
r~tlnknown -in ~-the "part~," 
~ ' s  maybe 10 people 
'~his'toom that I know." 
• Geodacre said he will 
continue to work with the 
larrY until after the federal 
election expected this 
spring, but will probably go 
back to school, either to 
finish his master's degree in 
economies at the University 
of B.C. or study law. 
Fulton, 27, was spirited off 
by party members for a TV 
interview right after the 
results of the balloting were 
announced. 
After campaign speeches 
and a quest-tan-and-answer 
• session, the crowd of about 
50 was treated to a fiery 
speech by New West- 
minister MP Stu Leggatt, 
whose practiced delivery 
far outs]~one the spepking 
styles of the two candidates. 
• He began by praising 
Frank Howard, former MP 
for this riding, saying, 
"God, we need more people 
like him." Howard stuck up 
for the people in this riding 
throug~ thick and thin, 
holding the riding since 19~8. 
"This Is a riding of ordinary 
working people," said 
Leggatt, "and this is their 
rty " 
Pa~e~ laced into the Liberm 
government saying Prime 
Minister Trudesu first got 
elected in 1968 by promising 
"to stand on Quebee's 
border. Then he got elected 
in 1972 by saying 'the land is 
String'. In 1974, he said he 
woul~l save us from Robert 
Stanfield and wage and 
imagination of those guys, 
who are basic, free en- 
terprise types, who can't see 
any - other way (then 
massive construction 
projects) of accomplishing 
anything." 
lransport Minister Otto 
Lang's user-pay philosophy 
won't work in the north, he 
said. "Massive subsidie.c 
are needed -- that's the 
nature of the land." 
Domestic flights are far 
more expensive than flights 
abroad yet, the tazpayers 
paid for the local airports. 
The user-pay philosophy 
means "only the rich 
travel the country," and a 
potentially unifying force in 
J imFulton Canada will be lost as 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  .: ..................... ifitizens travel to  other 
price controls. ~ l~ow ..l~'s countries not other parts of 
about o get on tl~ o]d,'~,hRe" ' Canada. 
horse and save the country During his campaign 
from Rene Levesque." speech, Jim Fulton blasted 
Leg~[att said Quebecers the federal salmonid 
elect~'~ the Parti Queheeols enh.anc.e.ment..Pr0gram 
because they wanted control saymg st w0ma - _~_u_n: 
over their economy -- necessary i! me goverumen~ 
control an NDP government enforced pollution control 
would give the province laws to stop l.og.ging_.com- 
along with the rest of pames.z~m_rm___nmgszamoa 
Canada by limiting the spnwmng swe ams. . .  
influence of foreign-owned in mree or xour execuons 
. . . . . .  t,~,,~ "'~,, French the NDP will form the 
is-;n ass"e't o  ove m,?ntnf.the co .=y, 
*,mmh,~, h,,t thnt'= nnt the ne sai(I. ThIS IS a nortnern 
~.~o"~' ~t,~,d'~';," fhe MP riding and we want it back." 
~ai'd: . . . . . . . . . .  ' "" The Canada works 
Separatism is not an issue 
of overriding national im- 
portance, he continued, "the 
economy is the question." 
One of every three unem- 
ployed Canadians live in 
Quebec. 
Unemployment will get 
worse as the manufacturing 
sector continues "to reduce 
the size of its work force and 
add machinery, he said. 
Even huge ]projects like the 
Alcan eli pspeline~ ahd B.C. 
Hxdro's Revelstoke Dam 
will employ only a few 
people at great social and " 
ecological cost. 
The best way to increase 
employment is to develop 
small, secondary industry, 
he said. "Our tourist in- 
' dustry stops at Banff and 
Jasper," and developing it 
further would increase the 
number of permanent jobs. 
"But it's too much for the 
rogram is a "negative 
andaid solution" to 
unemployment which gives 
people jobs in projects that 
not continue. Canada 
Manpower should use its 
funds more imaginatively to 
develop ongoing secondary 
industry. 
Fulton said he is "totally 
o~posed to the Kitimat 
PsPeline proposal -- it's 
environmentally suicidal. 
"I would look at Ions from 
a sensational point of view," 
he said later to questions on 
how 'he would run his 
campaign against Skeen MP 
Ions Campagnolo. "If I had 
to, I'd wear a bra on the 
street." After preliminary 
sensationalism, his cam- 
paign would get down to 
msues, he said, and he would 
criticize Campagnolo for 
trying to become an in- 
ternational ambassador at 
the expense of attention to 
her riding. 
Logger's meet a success 
despite some no-shows 
were the Allan Sisters 300 people turning up for the 
singers, comedian Jay safety and anti-mflatior 
Hoyle and banjo-player board seminars Saturday. 
Felix Possak. The en- Hollist said he originally 
tertainment, the first live hsped Sen. Ray Perrault 
would represent the shows offered by the 
association in conjunction government  and B.C. 
with the convention, cost Federation of Labor 
about $7,000 to bring in, he secretary Len Guy would 
said. The association, with represent labor at the panel, 
about 50 independant but the two couldn't make it. 
logging and trucking Kootenay West MP Bob 
companies as members, Brisco represented the 
"tried to give something federal government, Bur- 
back to the community," he baby MLA Elwood Veitch 
said. Normally, the con- represented the B.C. 
vention is more concerned government, Don Best, of 
with representing loggers to C e s o 1 u 1 1 
the B.C. and 'federal represented management 
governments, and Larry Widen, of the 
Otherwise the convention Canadian Labor Congress, 
was successful, with about represented Labor. 
• Herald staff 
The Northwest Loggers 
Association lost money on 
last weekend's convention, 
said Peter Hollist, con. 
vention chairman and 
president of theassociation. 
He said the association 
lost about $4,000 by bringing 
in entertainment .for the 
weekend because' "people 
didn't want to go to file 
theatre." Normally the 
conventions make a smau 
proft for the association. 
He said the people in town 
were missing something by 
not going: "it was fine 
enter[ainment - everynoay 
in town should have seen it." 
Featured over the weekend 
at  the REM Lee Theatre 
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Regional District news 
Fire referendums in two electoral areas 
by DonnaYameres. increase for expanded voted in his place. Instead, The problem of cattle Director from Stewart, 
Herald Staff Writer protection to the Thomhill they conveniently deferred being molested and killed by Frank Armitage, asked for 
district which would include the matter for two months, wolves in the Hazelton area and received $5,000 form the Firefighting in the 
outlying districts and land a full-time fire chief and enough time for ad- were brought to the at- district in order to ease the 
claims issues to the north office, operations, equip ministration to prepare a tention of the board by economic crisis in that own. 
ment reserve and debt report. Director Marry Allen. were some of the highlights Armltage was asking for 
at Saturday's Kitimat. retirement. 
Staking regional distric The department has also Problems with relocating The deaths are not caused the money to complete'an 
board meetlng. . offered to expand its scr- northern Canada Era- by grizzlys, as samepeople industrial development 
A delegation from me vices to the Copperside ployment Centre have stated, Allen said. study which has already 
Spring Creek Volunteer Estate area. This would jurisdiction in the northern Bears will not pursue game cost $40,000, so Stewart can 
F i re f ighter ' s  Societ: mean..an i crease of eight part of ths district were also in the same way wolves will. find alternatives in at- 
presented a brief to the mills to residents of that straightened out at the tractiag industry to the one- 
board proposing that fire area. meeting. Allen offered to bring employer town.. 
protectson for the Spring Regional district board Dave Sparrow, pictures to the next board 
Creek-Cutch Valley area be gave its approval for both representat ive  from meeting which would show Stewart, amining town of 
put to referendum in items to go to referendum. Terrace CEC offices, el- how thecattie are killed, but 1,200 PeOple, pays I0 Per board members voted to cent of the regional 
November. plained to the board that a write to the provincial distriet's taxesandbearsan 
This area has recently rerouting of postal services 
experieneed "a couple of An interosting delay tactic to the communities oflskut, government urginga game unequal brunt of other 
bad fires," a spokesman for to deal with an unusual Telegraph Creek and Good management program for district taxes, such as school 
the group stated, and the voting irregularity was used Hope Lake would affect better wolf control, taxes, Annitage said. 
area has expanded to the in connection with native CEC jurisdiction boun- 
point where a fire at one land claims in the Nasa daries. 
home could jeopardize a affected by rural crown land Director for the Telegraph Emploi et 8.  Employment and 
neighboring home. subdivisions. Creek region, Bobby Ball, m -r = Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
The fire protection had earlier asked that postal 
available to the residents i Director from the Nasa, services be rerouted to 
strictly on a volunteer basis Percy Tait, also a member A T T E N T I O N  from the Thor hill nd of the Nighga tribal council Watson Lake, but spin-off problems, such as other 
Terrace firemen. The currently negotiating with governmental services, 
equipment is inadequate the federal government to were not considered at the 
because the volunteers can settle the claim, asked for time. 
only bring in equipment the board's supp Oft in Sparrow was assured that E M P L O Y E R S  belon~ng to the firefighters deferring the subdivision the regional district was 
assocmtions, the spokesman issue as it relates to the' trying to keep services 
said. Nasa. centralized in Terrace and 
"Concerned citizens" in Tail explained to the promised to keep his oh- 
the area are now in the board that his alternate ~,ction to the rerouting in the U,I.0. will present a 
mind when future decisions process of establishing their director, Ber Spisak, had 
own fire department along voted for aplpreval of the are made. 
the lines of the Thornhill regional distncttakingover FREE SEMINAR 
volunteer department which the function of rural sub- 
is finances through the divisions against TAR'., Kitsumlmlum Ski Hill was 
regional district, instructions, discussed extensively 
The group is asking for Tait said a letter eceived particularly when it was 0N 
$50,000 for capital purposes, from the Nishga tribe's discovered the his has a 
such as purchase of a truck lawyer ,advocated op- $3,000 deficit for the 1976-77 I'11| R|00RB OF |MPL0¥ENT 
and equipment and con- position to the functior, season rather the the an- 
struction of a hall. because it would mean nouneed $9,000 profit. AN0 
There would also be an development of land by ' Referring to media ". 
annual operating budget of white settlers and a further reports of a profit, Terrace OTHER RELHED SIJBJRTS 
Director Vic Jolliffe said the $5,000. intrusion of the regional 
The total would require an district into Nashua ffairs, board should "clean our act 0N 
annual tax levy of ap- The subdivisson plan up," and warned that 
proximately $11,000, or 9.95 would be contrary to the inaccurate information 
mills. Nishga stand of stopping "makes fools of us." 18  Oct .  at 10:00 a .m.  
The firefighters want to any developmentofthe area The board was told the 
until the land claim matter borrow the money from the profit figure was made 
regionaldistrictto'construct is settled, prematurely  fo. s= and 2 :00  pnm.  
a building to house the Tait asked the board to mer expenditures were 
firefighting equipment: hold off the project for the accounted for. 
which would include a two- Nasa rea until some sort of The $3,423 deficit will be 
to three-ton fire truck, agreement in principle is included in next year's ki --m 4632 Lmlb  " -ave ,  
The $11,ooo budget is reached with the pro~'incial ' hill budget. 
"skimpy," according to the government, expecte_d t¢ , Board membersthe sgi also ' f - - . . . - -AA  
spokesman, because there take place in two or three ;approved n i ,  [e r ra=e ~F 
are few people living in the months or whichever comes brochure, passed approval .. 
area and the mill rate could first, for $2,000 to ~,be spent ion ~The s~i/lar~will last ,pp~xlmatily2 hours.' The sesslo~ 
Board members * were tables, chai~S"ahd an am- not be increased any higher, will be limited to 12 permns, space Is available by Rewr. 
An alternate proposalwas uncertain as to whether they p]ifier for the lounge area ration only. Please Phone Jim Parfrey at &llS.7134to Reurvs 
put forth to the firefghters could grant the extension and approved iscounts on Space. 
that they wait until the becaoseTait'saiternatehad certain days. 
district of Terrace construct 
a satellite service building 
on the bench, a proposal in JO|N THE Terrac 's five-year pla , 
but the firefighters were 
concerned with getting the 
fire protection in the near 
future. PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN The board gave approval for the matter to go to 
referendum on November 
• NOW Thornhill fire protection area will also have to decide 
through a referendum 
whether the department's 
finencing will be increased. It's time again! And this time, it's Compound Interest Bonds are 
Thornhill fire department even better. Because tarting this year, available indenominations f $100, 
has asked for an eight-mill you can buy the new Compound $300, $500, $1,000 and $5,000. 
Interest Bond on the Payroll Savings Once fully paid for, Compound 
E a r l y  Plan. After the first year, you will earn Interest Bonds may be exchanged for
interest on your interest. ' Regular Interest Bonds (starting at
Millions of Canadians have $300) which pay annual interest on 
discovered that he Payroll Savings Nov. I by cheque or direct deposit into 
8 ]~ 'OW ~ Plan is a great way to save your savings or chequing account. 
systematically. It's easy. It's This can be arranged wherever you 
convenient. And now, with the new bank or invest. 
GRANDE PRAIRIE, Compound I terest Bond, your Compound Interest Bonds are 
Alta. (CP) -- All early savings willcontinue togrow instant cash at any time. Upon 
automatically, year after year. redemption, you will receive all 
snowfall in this region 200 regular nnual interest plus all 
miles northwest of Ed- monton Sunday caused 1141= Ni IW compound interest earned. 
power failures as the COMPOUND INTEREST A GOOD RETURN 
weather office predicted BOND 
more snow. New Canada Savings Bonds are 
Rain began falling early The Compound Interest Bond on dated Nov. 1, 1977 and yield an 
Sunday in the Grande the PayrolISa~ings Plan is specifically average annual interest of8.06%when 
Prairie area but by 6 a.m. it designed tomeet your savings goals, held to maturity. Each new bond 
had turned to snow. At 10 This new bond re-invests your interest begins with 7% interest the first year 
a.m. a weather office automatically at the guaranteed and earns 8.25% interest for each of 
spokesman said 7.5 centi- annual rate of 8.06%. Here's how the the remaining 8 years. 
: metres of snow had fallen, value of a $ I00 Compound Interest 
Bond grows: SIGN UP TODAY ! 
He said snow would Nov. 1 Value Nov. 1 Value Don't miss out. Take this 
continue falling all da~ 1978 $107.00 1983 $158.78 oppom,nity toh,y the new 
Sunday with flurries an 19"/9 $115.81 1984 $171.77 Comix~und lnterest Bond on the 
rain predicted for today. 1980 $125.34 1985 $185.81 Payroll Savings Plan. 
Communit ies aro us 1981 $135.63 1986 $200.97 Sign up today'and watch your 
Grande Prairie reported 1982 $146.76 savings grow. 
power failures and repair 
crews were called out. 
Residents said children N E W  C A N A D A  were building snowmen and 
crosscountry ski enthusiasts 
were delighted. 
Meanwhile central British SAV  NGS BONDS 
Columbia residents may 
also be In for a white ~,: 
Thanksgiving. 
The first snow of the 
season started falling early 
Sunday in the Prince George 
district. 'About . 25 
millimetres fell in the area, 
enough to make roads 
slippery. 
. 
Up to 7.5 centimetres fell ... ....... 
o,i higher ground. 
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No thanks, Jack 
The northern corridor idea Jack Davis kicked around in 
Prince Rupert a few days ago shows the danger of the 
engineering mentality in politics. 
A t  first glance it makes sense, but only from an 
engineering point of view. The energy, transportation a d 
communications minister said the Alcan natural gas route 
could be used also for an off pipsline, an electric power 
corridor and even a raft line. 
There's only one thing wrogn witln There's only one 
thing wrong with the preposal. The line goes south, carrying 
presumably, power from a new dam, coal from new mines 
and Alaska oil. Northern residents don't need new con- 
struction projects to ship their resources to centres of 
higher population density. 
Nor do we need to be told the corridor may make the 
Kitimat pipelinepropnsal obsolete. That's like holding a 
gun to the head of local residents, telling them they have a 
choice between their methods of ecological suicide. 
Get the message 
By BOB DOUGLAS 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Governments will impose 
energy solutions on ordinary 
people "against heir will" 
unless people realize the 
urgent need to conserve 
energy soon, says Janez 
Stanovnik, a senior United 
Nations official. 
S t an o 
secretary of the Economic 
Commission for Europe, 
told reporters here Sunday 
that the energy situation is 
so serious that consumers 
must become aware of the 
need to change the way they 
"coesmne nerlZv. 
"Our political' institutions 
won't be able to survive 
'uhless this matter has b~n 
brought:,, to public 
2awareness," he said. 
Eventually, governments 
would be forced to impose 
solutions ff there were no 
po~tanUlar consent. 
ovnik is in Ottawa to 
open an international 
conference on human set- 
tlements and energy 
organized by his com- 
mlsszon--a UN regional 
group embracing European 
countries, Canada and the 
United States. More than 140 
delegates from eastern and 
western European countries 
and North America are 
expected at the conference, 
which openstoday. 
The conference is a follow- 
up to the UN meeting on 
human settlements in 
Vancouver last year. 
Specialists on urban plan- 
rang and energy use are to 
discuss ways of using 
energy better in modern 
cities and are to make 
proposals that will be 
studied later by their 
governments. 
Stanovni~k, a Yugoslav 
government official, said 
experts eem to think 'that 
the 1973 scare will be 
repeated in 1985 ff energy 
cpmsumption continues at 
the current pace in Europe 
and North America. 
If oil consumption con- 
tinues at the current rate,' 
the oil-importing countries 
will exceed the production 
capacity of the off-producing 
countries by 1985, he said. 
He suggested that one 
reason many people seem 
complacent about the 
energy problem is that 
"vested interests" have 
succeeded inreducing fears 
of energy shortages. He 
indicated he was referring 
to the oil companies. 
Oil companies dispute 
some estimates ofworld oil 
reserves, he said. But he did 
not care whether there was 
sufficient oil to last 30 or 100 
years--the problem still was 
urgent. 
Today in history 
All 39 persons aboard an 
American Overseas Airlines 
aircraft were killed 31 years 
ago today--in 1946---when !t 
smashed into Hare Hill, 
near Stephenv~Ue, Nfld. At 
the time it W~iS the worst 
disaster in the history of 
U.S. civil aviation. The 
plane was bound for Shan- 
non, Ireland, from New 
York when it crashed 10 
minutes after takeoff rom 
Harmon Field, Nfld., where 
it had refuelled. 
1656--Miles Standish, 
Massachusetts colonist, 
died. 
1900--Thomas Wolfe, 
American novelist and 
playwright, was born. 
190S--The Australian 
national flag was adopted. 
1914--The first Canadian 
contingent sailed from 
Gaspe during the First 
World War, and landed "at 
Plymouth, England. 
1931--The first flight 
across the Pacific, from 
Tokyoto Wenatchee, Wash., 
was begun. 
"1 haven't got those in a twelve but I can let you 
have a couple of pair of size sixes." 
J ean  Chret ien  , . 
Blue-collar politician with white-collar connections 
O'ITAWA (CP) -- Even as a member of 
the political elite in his new position as 
federal finance minister, Jean Chretien 
continues to foster his image as the lucky 
son of working-class Roman Catholic 
parents from a depression-time rural 
Quebec village. 
"I'm basically a blue collar," Chretien 
tells reporters. "I'm a bloody pea-souper 
and I'm proud of it," he tells an Ontario 
audience. "•We didn't have rich fathers to 
send us to English universities, we had to 
learn it the hard way," he says of himself 
and Industry Minister Jack Homer when 
Quebec Finance Minister Jacque 
Parizeau calls them incompetent. 
Chretien, 43, meets the provincial 
finance ministers this week, for the first 
time since he took over the portfolio less 
than three weeks ago. 
Finance is Chretien's fifth cabinet post 
since he won the Quebec St. Maurice con- 
stituency in 1963 and became a Liberal 
MP. 
As a young lawyer in his home town of 
Shawinigan, Chretien had a flirtation with 
Quebec separatism but snapped out of it 
"when oneof my friends said: "Chretien, 
you speak through your hat. You never 
" f  - , ,  met an anglophone in your 11 e... 
ENJOYS BATTLE 
Today he is a tough federalist but finds 
the battle with Quebec asource of energy. 
"You're in a field of mines all the time. 
But I think that makes life good. I don't 
want a cozy life. I want an exciting life." 
He fought Quebec before the Parti 
Quebecois came to power last fall, once 
telling the former Quebec Libera 
gthovernment to "go to hell" when they said 
e federal government should be only an 
observer in the James Bay native land 
claims negotiations. 
After six years in Indian and northern 
affairs, Chretien as president of the 
treasury board trimmed some of the fat 
off government spending and played 
tough with unions representing federal 
employees. 
He says that in both portfolios "I had all 
sorts of controversies but when it was no it 
was no and when it was yes it was yes and 
I think that's the way I'm going to be in 
finance. You'll have to take me as I amT' 
A thin, six-foot, dark-haired man, 
Chretlen's face is sometimes very pale, 
his eyes unken. He was the'18th of19 chil- 
dren in Wallie and Maria Chretien's 
family. Only nine of the children survived 
because of a blood circulation problem. 
WANTED POLITICS 
Chretien's father held down four or five 
jobs to get the children through school. 
Although Chretien says his forte was sci- 
ence, he chose law to become a politician. 
"He said he would be in ~litics, but not 
until he was 40," his wife Aline once 
recalled. 
The year they married, 1957, Chretien 
was vice-president of the Liberal Students 
of Canada. Their three children are 
France, Hubert and Michel. Chretien says 
he spends as much time as possible with 
them. They ski together. 
His French accent is thick when he 
speaks the English he picked up from his 
wife, television, radio and debates in 
Parliament during the last 15 years. 
Chretien is fiercely proud of this. 
He recalls when Prime Minister 
Trudeau came to his riding in 1972 and 
addressed a crowd of about 2,500 in 
French. When he was finished "I said 
prime minister there are seven Anglo- 
phones in the audience. Go back to the 
microphone." 
In turn, Chretien started to address the 
audience in English, a heckler demanded 
hsaei~P~ha:rF[:nnCh, a dg oCt~:mfi e:dr seCal los f' 'I 
bitch who will prevent me speaking 
English here." 
WAS OVERWORKED 
Before his last post as industry, trade 
and commerce minister, Chretien landed 
in the hospital for several weeks uffering 
from exhaustion after extensive travels to 
the north and election campaigning. 
But he says his health is good now and, 
although e has not made up his mind 
about any new economic policies, he is en- 
thusiastic ~about he new post. 
A friend told him it would be hard. "He 
, said you need a good sense of humor. They 
will give you hell for everything and if you 
do anything good you will never be 
thanked by anybody..  
"I said: 'Thank you, I know'." 
"'Anglais, is he?" 
 Business Spotlight I 
More cargo for Air Canada 
MONTREAL (CP) - -A i r  Can- 
ada's cargo manager says a 
reorganization fhis operation to be 
completed by January will increase 
• the rate of growth in cargo revenue 
to 12 per cent next year from the 
current annual average of 4.4 per 
cent. 
Martin Hendricks, 36, said in an 
interview the average growth rate 
for other carriers has been 7.8 per 
cent, but the traditional treatment of
cargo as secondary to passenger 
service caused Air Canada to lose 
ground in recent years. 
"We used to be 12th in inter- 
national cargo, now we're 13th," he 
said. 
Hendricks has spent he last few 
months reorgamzing the carg( 
operation. 
"We're tryillg to bring about a 
fundamental change in attitudes 
toward cargo," he said. "Because of 
ourprevious statns, we had no say in 
production decisions." 
• . - - -Donna Vallieres 
And these are the crucial decisions 
because cargo must, to a great 
extent, share aircraft watt 
passenger services. 
WILL GO ELSEWHERE 
Should the scheduled passenger 
flights be awkward for carg( 
customers and should the 
availability of cargo space h, 
unreliable, the shippers go else- 
where. 
Hendrieks has one combination 
jet--one from which the passenger 
seats can be removed to provide 
cargo space-- which helps solve the 
problem of seasonal traffic. 
"Again, the combination is not the 
ultimate. We need freighters." 
But the DC-8; which Hendricks 
thinks is the best narrow-body 
freighter, no longer is in production 
and no one has come up with an 
alternative narrow-body aircraft. 
"The airlines in general will have 
to work with manufacturers to come 
up with a replacement for the DC-8." 
"Hendricks has a staff of about 
I,I00, including sales people in 
Europe. 
"We know that here is a potential 
growth rate of 12 per cent to 30 per 
cent from year to year over the next 
" h sal "Th m an few years, e 'd. is e s 
significant work in getting to the 
shippers and I intendto do that. 
COMMITMENTS NEEDED 
"Getting one or two shipments on 
a charter basis isn't going to give us 
the 12-ver-cent growth. 
"What you have to have is com- 
mitments that the shipper will use 
Air Canada all the time." 
The sales force operates on a 
~ stem whereby revenue that comes Air Canada from a Montreal 
salesman's effort is shared between 
him and those who handle the 
shipment. 
At the same time, ."the Montreal 
gUY gets credit from the guy who 
sells in Europe." 
The ball 
that changed 
the world 
MOSCOW (AP) -- When 
the Soviet Union launched 
the world's first artificial 
earth satellite 20 years ago, 
then U.S. president Dwight 
Eisenhower dismissed 
Sputnik I as "one small ball 
in the air." 
Nonetheless, the Oct. 4, 
'1957, launchin~ ofSputnik-- 
a 185-pound silvery sphere 
equipped with four whzsker- 
like antennas--catapulted 
both the Soviet Union and 
the United States into an era 
of intense and expensive 
space rivalry. 
Hundreds Of increasingly 
sophisticated satellites have 
been sent whirling around 
the globe, with missions 
ranging from biological 
experiments to secret 
military communications 
and reconnaissance. 
With another Soviet space 
first, the' orbital flight of 
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin in 
1961, the Soviet Union and 
the U.S. were set on a 
technological competition to
develop manned space 
exploration. 
The launching of a new 
Soviet space station, Salyut 
6, last Thursday has in- 
creased speculation thal 
Moscow may be planning a
major space spectacular to 
mark not only the Sputnik 
anniversary but also the 
60th anniversary ofthe Bol- 
shevik Revolution next 
month. 
Despite the Soviet failure 
to achieve a manned moon 
landing, Western scientific 
observers say the Soviet 
Union has forged ahead with 
a space effort that on 
balance is larger, more 
diverse and better-funded 
than current 'U.S. space 
activities. 
MILITARY STRESSED 
The Soviet program has 
put greater stress on 
military applications o! 
sate~tes and other space 
of Congress study t 
from 1957 through 1975, the 
Soviet Union conducted 586 
iaunchings for apparent 
military purposes, in con- 
trast to its 292 launches of 
civilian space vehicles. 
During the same ~riod 
there were 326 U.S. military 
launches and 323 U.S. 
civilian launchings. 
Aside from photographic 
reconnaissance, Soviel 
military satellites are 
believed to perform 
missions which include 
early warning against 
missile attack; navigational 
assistance for Soviet missile 
submarines and.oth~aval 
vesse ls  ;:,, eel eo,tr.onie 
eavesdropping on U.S. and 
other Western tele- 
communications; and ocean 
surveillance, using radar to 
pinpoint ships at sea despite 
cloud cover and radio 
silence. 
In the civilian field, the 
Soviet Union has landed 
unmanned Lunakhed test 
vehicles on the moon, sent 
probes to Venus and Mars, 
as well as put into orbit 
around the earth a series of 
manned spacecraft leading 
up to the latest Soyuz and 
Salyut models. 
Soviet and U.S. officials 
are scheduled to meet in 
November to discuss 
possible future joint 
projects in manned space 
flight, building upon suc- 
cessful completion of the 
U.S.-Soviet ApolloSoyuz 
space docking project in 
1975. 
And is 
still changing 
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. 
(AP) -- Each of the brains 
that control the space 
shuttle's three rocket 
engines during blast-ofl 
make 50 separate decisions 
as quickly as you can blink 
your eye. That's 100 times 
quicker than the human 
mind can work, say the 
Honeywell engineers who 
built the systems. 
No daycare  ineans no job for working parents 
There's a young mother 
living in town; we'll just call 
her Ann to giver her a name. 
She has one child who is 
three years old. Ann justs 
eparated from a husband a
few months ago and has 
been living on welfare. It 
pays just enough for her to 
make end meet. 
Ann wants to get off, 
welfare, get a job, support 
hersel and her child and try 
to make some sort of life for 
herslef. Her first and 
biggest problem is finding 
someplace to leave the child 
while she oges out to find a 
job. The welfare people will 
pay up. to $140 a month for 
babysztting fees, but Ann 
will have to find a licensed 
day care centre or someone 
who will be willing to fill out 
the subsidy forms ar, Q 
decalre the money as 
taxable income. 
The trouble with that plan 
though is that the only full 
time day care centre may 
have to close down and 
responsible habysitters are 
not easy to find. 
Maybe Ann isn't so young 
and maybe she's got two or 
more kids to worry about. 
Maybe she is married but 
her husband osen't 'make 
enough money to suuport 
the family. I doesn't really 
matter' the problems that 
face many parents of pre- 
school children are the 
same. 
Many people who have 
been able to afford the 
luxury of one parent stayine 
~me to look after the kid's 
don't appreciate the 
overwhelming problems of 
day care. 
Lon considered a 
"feminist" demand there is 
an erroneous bc~eve that 
day care eentres are places 
are places where frustrated, 
housewives dump their kids ~ 
on somebody else so they 
can seek fulfillment in the 
working world. Either that 
os irs a babysitting service 
for poor people who should 
had never had kids in the 
first place. 
The facat is, alot of 
parents find themselves all 
of a sudden broke and left to 
fend for themselves and 
their little ones. And while 
Vander Zalm is busy en- 
couraging negative feelings 
toward welfare recipients, 
not enough is being done to 
enable people to go back to 
work. 
Not only welfare mother 
wants to go to work; some 
would rather stay at home to 
do the parenting job. But for 
those who wish to earn their 
paycheque, the option 
should be kept open. 
This option could be taken 
away i f  the Terrace Day 
Care Centre is forced to 
close down for lack of 
facilities. H this happens, 
the laternatives for working 
parents are going to be very 
law. 
The first altenative is to 
stay, or I~o back onwelfare. 
Not a vzable one for those 
who see this as being on the 
dole. However, a parent can 
still get the government 
subsidy if she find a sitter to 
meet he requirementss et 
out by the subsidy program. 
Otherwise the parent or 
parents can work and try to 
scrape up the $140 (double 
that for two kids),and find a 
private sitter. This isn't as 
easy as it souonds. Not alot 
of people want to look after 
somebody's else' child for 
that kindof money. 
Some people will of 
course, look after your child: 
responsibly and well, and 
might not want to be in- 
volved in the sudsidy 
program. Maybe they look 
after more kids than the 
governments allows or 
maybe they just don't want 
ot declare the money on 
income tax.. In which case, 
it's pay up of don't work. 
The risk in employing a
sitter which is not hcensed is
that you are paying this 
money to someone who may 
plunk you child in front of a 
television set all day, or 
worse. 
If the Terrace Centre 
can't find another building 
by the end of the year, alot 
of parents are going to be in 
trouble. In a facility- 
oriented town like Terrace 
this should not be allowed to 
happen. 
Pe6ple in Terrace have 
done some really great 
things for individual needs 
of the communtiy. There is 
the beautiful new Child 
Development Centre, the 
struggling Child Minding 
Centre, parks, 
playgrouonds, just to name 
a few of the things aroul3fl 
thata are geared to family 
needs. 
What we have to do is 
make sure this very 
valuable service is not lost 
because of neglectingthe. 
needs of one segment bf the 
population. 
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Lions" third loss 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
marched 68 yards to score a 
touchdown in  the dying 
minutes Of the game Sunday 
to score a 19-15 comefrom- 
behind victory over British 
Bombers beat Lions in last-second finish 
Columbia Lions in Canadian 
Football League play before 
25,-210 fans. 
Bomber quarterback 
Ralph Brock finished the 
drive by diving over from 
the one-yard line after 
setting up the "touchdown 
with a 14-yard run. 
The Bombers might have 
settled for a tie when the Y
found themselves faced with 
a thirdand-two situation at 
the British Columbia 24- 
yard fine, but they decided 
to gamble and it paid off. 
Bombers held a 4.0 lead 
after the first quarter, but 
fell behind 7-5 at the half and 
14-5 after the third quarter. 
They got their other 
touchdown from Jay 
Washington. He was set up 
for a two-yard touchdown 
plunge by a sustained 
march that started at the 
Sports 
Winnipeg 36-yard line and 
covered 10 plays. 
Ruoff kicked two con- 
verts, a 40-yard field goal 
and two singles off missed 
field goal attempts to round 
out the scoring for Win- 
nipeg. 
Leon Bright scored both 
B.C. touchdowns on pass 
plays that covered 36 and 59 
yards. 
SECOND MAJOR FLASHY 
The Lions, losing their 
third game of the year but 
still holding onto first Place 
in the Western Football 
Conference, used a Httle 
razzle-dazzle for their sec- 
ond touchdown. 
QearterbackTngge 
handed Off to running back 
Mike Strickland in the third 
quarter and he threw a pass 
to Bright who had been left 
all alone. Bright ran 
unimpeded for the 58-yard 
touchdown. 
'Bright's first major also 
was set up by a dmgulsed 
play. The Lions went into 
punt formation i  the second 
quarter at the Winnipeg 50- 
yard line after being held 
short of a first down. 
Kicker Lui Passaglia 
threw a short pass out 
Rudy Florio who ran to the 
Bomber 39-yard line for a 
first down. Two plays later, 
Tagge threw into the end 
zone and while it appeared 
the ball was caught 
simultaneously by Bright 
and defender Vinee Phason, 
it was ruled a touchdown. 
RETURN ON CRUTCHES 
Passaglia kicked both 
B.C. converts and a 43-yard 
single to complete the 
scoring. 
The hard-hitting contest 
took its toll of Winnipeg 
l~layers with newcomer 
arty Smith, a defensive 
tackle, and offensive tackle 
I 
Ray Honey going off with 
injuries in the first half. 
When both players returned 
after the half-time break to 
watch the game, they were 
propped up on crutches. 
The two B.C. touchdowns 
aside, the Bomber defence 
held off the Lions for most of 
the game and came up big in 
the final seconds when 
Tagge tried to march 
downlield. 
The Lions got as far as the 
Wiunipe.g 48, assisted by a 
pass interference call, but 
stalled there as the gun 
sounded. 
The Lions also had their 
moments defensively, 
Relief thrower sets I Standings  Roughies 
' the stage redeemed 
sacking Brock four times in 
the game. But they couldn't 
make the big plays to stop 
the two fourthquarter 
Winnipeg touchdown drives. 
LION OFFENCE WEAK 
The Lions managed just 
260 yards net offence. They 
bad 162 yards passing and 54 
rushing. Striekland, while 
catching six passes for 33 
yards, managed only 41 
yards on II carries against 
the solid Winnipeg defensive 
corps. 
The Lions' big fullback, 
Jim Harrison, got only 
seven yards on three 
carries. Bright was British 
Columbia's top receiver. 
for Esks defeat 
By BILL LEVITT 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Ottawa 
Rough ~Riders, hammered 
Edmonton Eskimos 34-17 
Saturday in a Canadian 
Football League in-. 
terlocking ame that had all 
the ingredients of a 
Hnllywoed production. 
In a steady rain that 
turned the field into a mud 
bowl, Conredge Solloway, a 
second-string quarterback, 
replaced Tom Clementa to 
throw three spectaeulaz 
touchdown passes--two to 
tight end Tony Gabriel and 
one to running back Richard 
Holmes. 
Added to that wild action 
were 21,312 screaming fans, 
dressed in brightly-Colored 
rain parkas, giving Lan- 
sdowne Park an almost 
movie-like aura. 
!• 
, He~ald Sport, aWriter: , .~] 
The Terrace Reds played 
a terrific game Saturday 
night defeating the Kitimas 
Wmterhawks 7-3 in the 
year's opener Sunday af- 
ternoon, riley lost their glory 
as the Winterhawks clob- 
bered them 13-2. 
The game Saturday was 
fast and clean. The refs kept 
their eyes open for foul play 
and nipped any action in the 
bud. From the second poriod 
on, at least one player from 
each team was sitting in the 
penalty box. 
The only major scuffle 
came in the beginning of the 
second period when Lance 
Lagouffe was given a match 
penalty for fighting, taking 
Edmonton kicker Dave 
Cutler accounted for all 
Eskimos' points with five 
field goals and two singles. 
Gerry Organ kicked two 
field goals for the Riders, 
added a single and con- 
vetted all three touchdowns. 
Holloway kicked a single off 
a broken field goal attempt 
and cornerback Tim Ber- three~;games.: The.. Reds 
managed to score four goals 
without his help. 
Saturday night, the 
Winterhawks lacked any In Saturday night's game, period. 
sort of defence. Coach Allan the Winterhawks outakated Doug Johnson got the first 
Cave played a few midgets, the Reds but the Reds goaloftbe game early in the 
testing them for his Junior B outscored the Hawks. Coach "first period, he was assisted 
team. Needless to say, they Gerd Cochrane says his by Lagouffe and Hank 
didn't make the mark. team had more drive and Blume. Troy Farkvam 
determination. Four hun- scored the second goal, also 
In Sunday's game, coach dred enthusiastic fans in the first period. 
Gerd Cochrane put in his cheering every play helped 
back-up goalie who let in the team perform. Games to watch closely 
five goals during the first The games this weekend this season are those against 
period. The players goi were exhibition games. Both the Winterhawks. The 
flustered and strove for teams have had only five teams are matched in age 
individual stardom. Con practices. The Reds fine-up and experience and will see 
sequentiy, they ran around has only three returning a lot of development this 
the ice and didn't do players-- Lance Lagouffe, year. 
anything right. Barry Brown and Dave The next home game is 
The Reds didn't play as a Wakefield. against he Winterhawks in 
team onSaturday night until Rookie Richard Smoley the Terrace arena Sunday 
the end of the game when scored two goals, one of afternoon at 2:30. 
Reds skate to glory then 
lose it in exhibition games 
,,Ky~Julintte Proem.-',., himout :of. play. for the next they made a few good,, them only one secona pefore. 
passes and gener~illy " tbeend tithe second period. 
acknowledged each others Dave Wakefield placed his 
presence. Sunday that team forst goal two seconds 
work went down the drain, before the end of the first 
This time she was only 14 
ryman sacked Edmonton 
quarterback Bruce Lem. 
merman in the end zone for 
a safety touch. 
THREE IN TIE 
The win left Ottawa 
locked in a tie with Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats in the bottom of 
the Eastern Conference 
standings, each with eight 
paints. Montreal Alouettes 
lead the EFC with 16 points 
and Toronto Argonauts, who 
beat the Alouettes 19-6 
Sunday, are in second place 
with lO points. 
The loss kept Edmonton in 
fourth place in the Western 
Conference. 
The Riders had a total of- 
fence of minus 10 yards in 
the first quarter under 
Clements and trailed Ed- 
monton 9-3. 
With Edmonton leading 
12-4 with five minutes 
remaining in the second 
quarter, Holloway threw a 
serean.pass to Holies and 
he sprinted 72-yards for a 
touchdown. 
Ottawa held the Eskimos 
following' the kickoff and 
cornerback Wonderful 
Monde blocked Hank llesic's 
~munt giving the Riders the 
II on Edmnnton'Q 38-yard 
line. 
H~oway called a double- 
rever~e with the hall pitched 
back to him. He threw to 
Gabriel in the end zone. The~ 
Ridqrs added a single and a 
fieldl goal for a 22-12 half- 
time lead. 
Aging hustler foiled again 
the intention loi ! ihe 
promoters all along for the 
two to actually play a head- 
to-head set. 
received too much publicity, 
there would be too much of a 
circusl ike atmosphere 
something he was trying to 
avoid since he had a con- 
tract to put this thing on for 
a private firm. 
LOBS LONG BOMB 
The defending Grey COp 
champion Riders salted the 
game away in the fourth 
quarter when Holloway hit 
Gabriel with a 75-yard 
bomb. Gabriel turned his 
back to the goal line from 
the 15 yard line and in trying 
to score a Johnny Redgers- 
type touchdown missed 
Too much bench 
time slows you 
down. Get active. 
Get in shape and 
put yourself in 
the clear. 
Fitness Is fun. 
Try some, 
'I died a bit today' 
"Bobby played hard, even 
though he said he knew 
before the match started he 
would lose. This wasn't any 
$100,000 exhibition, but he 
didn't play badly. She just 
beat him to death." 
PSMllTl~gllOfl~o 
"I'm sure Mr. Banis was 
afraid that if the exhibition 
WHITE SULPHUR 
SPRINGS, W.Va. (AP)  - -  
The  new sensation of 
women's tennis, 14-yearold 
Traey Austin, soundly whip- 
aging hustler Bobby 
Riggs, 8-1 Saturday in a 
special, oneset tennis 
exhibition at The Green- 
brier resort. 
"I think Traey has the  
potential to be the best ever 
inwomen's tennis," the 59- 
yearold Riggs said after the 
loss to the California ninth 
being nabbed only by 
squirming over from the 
two-yard line. 
"You can laugh about it 
when its over and you've 
scored," said Gabriel. "I 
learned my lesson toni .g~.ht 
and I won't try to score like 
that again." 
The Riders bad a good day 
offensively with a total of 
345 yards. Holloway com- 
pleted seven passes for 241 
yards with Gabriel catching 
three for 134 yards and 
Holies two for 75 yards. 
Lemmerman ~vas good on 
13 of 25 pass attempts for 127 
yards as the Eskimos ran up 
201 yards in total offence. 
Running back Jim Ger- 
many with four catches led 
Edmonton receivers with 39 
yards and Howard 
Strickland caught hree for 
38 yards. 
Fullback Mike Murphy 
carried the ball 15 times for 
52 yards for the Riders while 
Germany ran for 79 yards on 
16 carries. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
CFL 
East 
WL T F A P 
Montresl 8 4 0 228 182 16 
Toronto • 5 6 0 175 195 10 
Ottawa 4 7 0253240 8 
Hamilton 4 .7 0 187 251 8 
West 
B.C. 9 3 0281 209 18 
Wlnnlpeg 7 5 0 279 261 14 
Saskatchewan 7 5 0 243 270 14 
Edmonton 5 6 0 271 232 10 
Calgary 3 9 0 177 254 6 
Suncky Results 
Toronto 18 Montreal 6 
Winnipeg 19 British Columbia 
15 .. 
,Saskatchewan 19 C~lgary 17 
saturdey Result 
Ottawa 34 Edmonton 17 
.Games 
Saturday Game, Oct. O 
Ottawa at Calgary 
SundeY Game, Oct. 9 
Saskatchewan at Montreal 
Monday Games, Gal. I0 
Toronto at Hamilton 
Winnipeg at Edmonton 
Argos scamper 
over Als 
BREAK DEADLOCK 
But more important to the 
Argos was the fact the win 
broke the blockade that had 
them enter the game tied 
with Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
and Ottawa Rough Riders. 
The Alouettes, 8-4, lead 
the Eastern Conference with 
16 points. The Argos are 
second with I0 l?Oints on a 5-6 
record, two points ahead of 
Hamilton and Ottawa. 
The Alouettes went with 
rookie quarterback Mark 
Jackson from Baylor 
University throughout. It 
was the youngster's first, 
start and the rough Argos 
defence gave him a tough 
initiation, one that left the 
crowd of 62,832 roundly 
booing the fact Jackson was 
sacked twice late in me 
dying minutes of the game. 
The disenchantment 
started late in the third 
~.~arter after an errant 
ngley pass was in- 
tercepted by Montreal 
defender Randy Rhino and 
returned 70 yards to the 
Toronto 23. 
But the Als went nowhere 
and wound up with Jackson 
getting sacked by Toronto 
defensive nd Wayne Smith. 
The Argo defensive squad 
showed its merit again in 
the fourth quarter when it 
overcame adversity. With 
the Alouettes desperate to 
overcome the 18-6 deficit, 
the Montreal quarterback 
found himself sacked twice 
on third down and eight 
situations. 
Pele bids farewell 
grader. "She can be another EAST RUTHERFORD, 
Chris Evert." , N.J. (AP) -- The children 
so proudiy for three years 
and banded it to the man 
they called Dondinho. As 
75,616 people cheered and 
the world watched, father 
and son embraced. 
This was Pele's farewell 
to the game he has played 
for 22 years. And this was 
the people's farewell to him. 
BEGS FOR LOVE 
Heavyweight boxing 
champion Mubammad All 
stood not far away as Pele 
addressed the throng before 
the game. "I want to ask 
~ou, because I believe love 
m the most important thing 
that we can have in life- 
~emople, say with me three 
es: Love! Lovel LoveP' 
Later, when the ceremony 
and the game were over, 
Pele recalled the moment. 
"When I was talking about 
love, when I locked at 
Muhammad All and he was 
crying, I knew we were 
equal and brothers." 
He has made veryone his 
equal in his years of un- 
surpassable achievement. 
Saturday, his equals came 
to say thanks. 
He sent some away with a 
smile, some with a tear but 
everyone with a goal--the 
1,281st in his 1,350" games. 
Playing for the Cosmos 
teamhe led to a North 
American Soccer League 
crown la the  season just 
completed, the 36-year-old 
superstar scored on a 30- 
yard free kick at 42:26 to 
highlight the afternoon's 
competitive proceedings. 
In the second half, he 
played for Santos of Brazil, 
for whom he had played 
1,114 of those games and 
scored 1,090 goals. He 
couldn't duplicate his scar- 
ing feat, but that--and that 
the Cosmos won the 
exhibition 2-1 in his last 
game--didn't much matter 
to the crowd 
brought white flowers to 
Pele, who stood on a plat- 
form in the centre circle of 
the field at Giants Stadium 
on Saturday. He held their 
faces in his hands and he 
kissed them all. 
To them he leaves his 
legacy, the soccer throne he 
has abdicated to youth. 
Later, he would admit: "I 
died a little bit today." 
At halftime of his farewell 
exhibition game, Pele stood 
in the drenching rain that 
fell from the skies as the 
tears had flowed from his 
eyes. A few feet to his left 
was his father, whose 
ambitions of soccer 
g eatness were cut short by e need to feed a growing 
family in impoverished Tres 
Coraeoes, Brazil; so many 
years ago. 
Pale peeled off the 
Cosmos jersey he had worn 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Toronto Argonauts, with 
quarterback Chuck Ealey 
passing two touchdowns and 
,running with some of the 
elan that marked his debut 
to the Canadian Football 
League in 1972, continued 
their domination of Mon- 
treal this season with a 18-6 
victory over the Alouettes 
• Sunday. 
It marked the third time 
in four starts the Argos have 
handled the Als--a team 
that started the season with 
seven straight victories. 
Ealey, wyo coach Leo 
Cahi, replaced with rookie 
Cfint Longiey late in the 
third quarter, connected on 
a pair of 1O-yard passes to 
running back Mark 
Bragagnolo in the first 
quarter and flanker Mike 
Eben mid-way through the 
third period. 
Zenon Andrusyshyn added 
a 26-yard field goal in the 
second quarter of the 
roughly-played contest after 
his first attempt from a 
distance of 40 yards in the 
opening peri~l was wide for 
a single. He converted both 
,Toronto touchdowns. 
The beleaguered 
Alouettes, with four losses in 
their last five starts after 
their dash from the wire, 
were forced to settle for a 
~awir of field goals from Don 
eet. Both Sweet's three- 
pointers came in the first 
quarter of the penalty-filled 
contest as he connected 
from the 45 and 23 yard 
lines. 
Riggs, who attracted 
worldwide attention with a 
pair of nationally televised 
matches four years ago 
against Bifiie Jean King and 
Margaret Court, added with 
a laugh: "She beat me, so 
she must be the best." 
The promoter of the 
exhibition, which was 
staged as a public relations 
promotion for a Parker- 
sburg, W.Va, raw materials 
manufacturer, had down- 
played the exhibition earlier 
ill the week, saying Riggs 
and Austin "would only hit a 
few balls around together." 
Al Bunis, the Cincinnati 
promoter, said "anybody 
expecting another Riggs vs. 
Court or Riggs vs. King will 
be disappointed." 
But Jim Searle, director 
of sports at The Greenbrier, 
said Saturday it had been 
in Regina 
ALAN ARBUCKLE 
GINA (CP) -- Despite 
a strong third.quarter ffort 
by Calgary Stampeders,  
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
emerged with a 19-17 victory 
in Sunday's Canadian 
Football League contest 
played before 21,505 fans. 
The Riders redeemed 
themselves with the victory, 
having dropped an 11-1 
decision to ~algary a week 
earlier. 
Calgary earned a field 
goal and a touchdown i the 
third quarter and another 
field g0al early in the fourth 
to come within a point of 
tying the g~rne. But two 
singles by Saskatchewan 
kicker Bob Macoritti n the 
fourth quarter provided the 
marg in .  
Interceptions in the first 
and third quarters set up 
Ron Lancaster touchdown 
~alsses of 14 yards to Joey 
ters and 24 yards to 
Brian O'Hara. Macoritti 
converted both and added a 
26-yard field goal. 
Macoritti, with a wind 
to 44 kilometres an 
his back, also picked 
uptwo singles in the~fom~.., h 
quarter when he was wine 
on field g~l attempts of 36 
and 40 yards. 
Calgary, in its first series 
of the game, got within 
scoring distance and Cyril 
McFall kicked a 43-yard 
field goal. In the third 
quarter McFall added 
another three points from 32 
yards and quarterback John 
Hufnagel passed seven 
yards to Tom Forzani for a 
touchdown. 
Hufnagel then passed to 
Alex Morris for a two-point 
conversion. McFall finished 
the scoring with a 41-yard 
field goal. 
in brief J 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Ticket distribution for the 
Commonwealth Games is 
being delayed while a 
computer catches up with 
the initial sales rush, the co- 
ordinator of ticket sales and 
aceomodation for the 
Games foundation said 
• Monday. Jim McGregor 
said about 7,000 orders have 
been processed and 
thousands more are waiting 
for processing. 
LEADS NASCAR LIST 
DAYTONA BEACH, FIn. 
(AP) -- Cede Yarborough 
has extended his lead in the 
National Association of 
Stock Car Automobile 
Racing's (NASCAR) 
national point standings 
with his victory in Sunday's 
Old Dominion 500 at Mar- 
tinsvtlle, Va. 
| 
re  
e! 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
a.I). Tel Directory. 
K & d AUTOMOTIVES - 6384484 
VILLAGE MEATS- 638-1"/66 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES- 635-4227 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of the DAI LY H E RAL D 
ar business phone 
listed for your oustomers Pionse Caii 636-6367 
! | , 
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:: Locker (- H, ll l" b ) Loca l  - room -c zm soon  runner  
embraces end /The  Rermode Four-Wheelers are looking for hill | f i r s t  on I climbers next Sunday. The club is sponsoring an eight [ [ class climb on the hill just beyond the slough, seven [ 
i Yank  soap  opera  - team [ .The  entry fee is $15, which includes one male and [ [ one female driver per vehicle. The entry fees are used [ Trevor Whitaker, a 22- [ as prize money to be paid back to the first and second- [ year-old long distance 
[ place finishers in each class. The prize money will be [ runner from Terrace, ran 
:: NEW YORK (AP) -- Like longer than it should .have, [ split evenly between male and female ntrants. [ his personal best at the 
any good soap opera, the over 100 games. BUt we [ - All willbe inspected before the climb. Driversare [ Stanley Park Marathon in 
Gothic novel that went on in separated the men from the [ required to wear seat blets and helmets. No children [ Participate £u Enterprise I are allowed in the vehicles while racing. I Vancouver this weekend. 
the New York YanKee boys." C~L1~da~7 
dressing room this season Jackson, whose hot bat [Reg is t ra t lon  starts at 10 a.m. The race starts at J Whitaker place 24th of 140 
runners, with his time of two had a happy ending afterall, spiced a 40-10 pace that ~noon.  For more information, phone 635-2925. J hours and six miriutes, 19 
In a sea of champagne enabled the Yankees to .rise 
celebrating the. team', to thetopofthedecismn, H t hangs  on  a,.. ,,.oe  uno,eoo - er 
American League East baseball . . . . . .  Leader in the Senate. 
Division baseball chain "It's very ~.atifying;" ne Whitaker was the first 
pionship, manager Bill) said. "This has been my .place runner in histeam -- Friday, October 7. 
Martin and controversa] hardest year by far but it the Northern Roadrunners. Terrace Hotel, Terrace, B.C. 
slugger Reggie Jackson hnprovedme as ahuman i n  the rain to His three other teammates To registerorformoreinformationcontact 
staged an emotional em- being. I think I'm a better were chosen from the top the Co-Sponsor: 
brace, ball player now. But I ten of the Prince George 
wouldn't wish this year on 
said'Tmquitepr°udofy°u"'Marltn. "You showed anybody." w i n  G r a n d  P r i x  mardthon earlier this y- - r .  Terrace and District 
me something." WAS LOW POINT The competition in Chamber of Commerce 
Just over three months Martin's mid-June dugout Vancouver is pret~ stiff Mr, M.Tindall, Manager , 
before, Martin and Jackson clash with Jackson was the WATKINS GLEN, NN. rain-washed race. The according to Whltaker. 4610 Park Avenue, 
needy came to blows in the low point of the club's dugout during one of the season, said the manal~er (AP) -- James Hunt of victory margin was of- Even women run. "They are Britain withstood a late ficially 2.026 seconds, so fit and not the least bit Terrace, B.C. 
muscle bound that it is a VaG 1V6 635-2063 ~ , soap opera's deepest who came close to being burst form Mario Andretti Austrian Niki Lauda corn- pleasure to run after them," 
valleys. Now, they were fired foUowing the incident, on the final lap Sunday to plated the formality of 
hugging. Winning does Before that, there had win the U.S. Grand Prix. mathematically ocking up said Whitaker. 
wonderful things been a collision with the Hunt sacrificed his lead this year's world chum- In Terrace, Whitaker runs . .~ -. - .  . .• ~ -~ 
sometimes, front office over a missed the last few laps to make pionship by taking a rather .,~,I, o a,.ou, of ten men at ~-Hlr~l~. i_Lr~;4 ~ ~ ~"  m.~, oove~,~, G~e,,~t 
It was fourth division title meeting with president sure he had enough left on conservative fourth while . . . . .  ~" " " I - - - - - - - -~ ' -~- -  ~ ~ e  ~ ='~ o,c~,~ ~.ca,a~ Caledonia High Schoo . . . . . .  • Industry, Trade Industrie for Martin, who previously Gabs Paul and some his rapidlywearing raill his only remaining Sunday mormngs at I0 ~r J~AD A " f  ~ : /  ~ a~Comme*c..,c~.~,ce 
won with Minnesota and criticism Martin had fires to outrun Andretti n challenger Jody Scheckter ^ ,.,~,,,t, o"d Wednesday ~rmawrm~,  I ~ I 
Detroit, and it came in a levelled, over the reluctance the final circuit around the of South Africa finished " . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  I , aB  I aB  . B,.,,,C~b,a~Y~,o.,e0,o.~,O,,ce evenings at 7. These runners s95 Bu;'tard Still. season in which he was of management to add , 3.377-mile Watkins Glen third, call themselves the Skeena ~ J ~ J ~ ' ~  /~ '  ~ ,  Va,,o~v,,.e,,t,,,Co,o~b,aW×," 
nearly fired at least twice third catcher to the roster, road course. TOOK THE LEAD 
because he seemed on a con- That resulted in a $2,500 fine Hunt, whose lead starting Valley Athletic C l u b . .  
stant collision course with by the club. the finallap had dwindled to Hunt grabbed the lead on 
management. HAS HAUNTING HISTORY In early August, the 100-yardl'5"sec°nds'victoryheldmargin.°n for a thethe 14thof 59 c rcuits Glen road ~11 "" ~ ~ ~ J ~  'J  ~ •~'• 0 •~,  ~ ' ~  "" "~ -" "" ~ ~11 
• "If I get fired four or five Yankees still were ][ f imesandwest i l lw inthe struggling °n and °ff the Hunt' wh° j°ined c°un" c°urse when early leader I ~ : S  
pennant, hat's all right with field when Paul issued a trymen" Jim Clark and Hans Stuck of Germany 
me," the manager said. memorandum, imploring Graham Hill as the only spun his Brabham. . 
"But ff you fire me, I'll the club to "cut out the bull successive winners of the Stuck, who had started on 
haunt you and I'll beat you. and start playing baseball." U.S. Grand Prix, averaged the front row withpole 100.98 miles per hour in the winner Hunt, had built a 
That's my history." They finally did, soaring sizable lead before he ran 
That history is dotted with to the top of the division with kie into problems while trying I ~ ~  # @  ] 
pock marks of controversy a string of 40 victories in 50 Roe tolap slower cars. He found 
and 1977 was no excepUon, games that clinched a tie for himself going too fast at the 
"This has got to have been the title. my toughest year in stars w th entrance of the sixth turn, 
did a double loop, andcame ~ . ~ ~ ~ : e ~  1 baseball," he said. They lost their next two I~ games and they lost again to a stop against he guard 
Asked how it felt to win raft. • 
the division title, Martin Saturday, but the vet on Stuck's team-mate John mathematics of the answered with a question of situation added up in their Watson, who started third, I 
his own. "Have you ever felt key was the °nly °ne °f the 26 I BAVA][ IAN INN favor as Boston's 8-7 loss to pro  hoc  st rters to gamble and like you had a 500-potmd Baltimore eliminated the 
weight on your back? Well I begin the race with "..~f" 
feel like I had one just slip last of the opposition. Ures. The intensity o~ a .g in 1) 
By THE CANADIAN drizzle that fell for an hour ~ . Tuese  Oct.  4-Sate Oet  8 off mine." PRESS II 
Martin said he wasproud , ,T~vs  Rookie Jim Hamilton, before the race pickedup F N ""~ "~"':" 
of the team for its ability to vercome adversity. ~ '~ ' J  seeking a National Hockey just before the green flag [I FUN,  I J  ~ J~] [ ] [~] [ ] [  ' :" .. ," . . .  ,~ 
League berth .with Pitt: fell. • ¢ ~. . _ ' . ' . .~  . . . . .  , . , .3 ,~ A . . . v~- - - -~-~- -~ '~ ~ . . . . . . . . .  "i edge , . o . , , ,  STg.N  . . , , . * . - , . . , -  :,,it took a melting pot to sburgh Penguins, and Watson spun on his first • bring this team together," veteran Marcel Diode, an lap, and ran briefly at the II 
oe  m- - , . . ,d  I t -  o - - r ,  ' - -  " "  Co,  was 
togetherness to win. The Angeles Kings, hi~l~ighted forced for safety's ake to ~, You l dance & si 
players did this t h e m - I n d i a n s  exhibition play : amraay cha°ge tom°re adhesive [ thaccordianistng I '  selves-not me. When they night. "wet" tires. Once he did, he 
became united, both the was flying and until the last wi TOBERFEST 
manager and management TORONTO (CP) --  Gary seasonHamilt°n'for Lo d nWh° playedKnightslast fastestfew circuitS,lap of hethehadday theat ~' ~t j . [U~ JU~ I ' I N  w~ ml  ~ r ~ FOODS ] 
base on a wild pitch by A~iat ion  Maior Junior A • Anch~tti, who qualified 
Cleveland's L a t ry  to m A :~ series, s co red three goals in ,o urth, as su reed third place ~ ---IT _ . .  . . .  _ _  r ip  ~ JO IN  US FOR *ll din s dersen, 0-1, inthe bo leading the Penguins to a D"4 at the start, and mov~l up S tan_o  the llth inning to" give triumph over Cleveland when Stuck fell ouL He II II 
Toronto Blue Jay~ a 2-1 TIV~T~FaS victory over the Indians in Barons. never really got close ~ THE FES  
By THECANAD~AN PRBSS the first game of their The right winger, whowas enough to fight for the lead, 
American League American League baseball Pittsburgh's No. 1 choice in until the 55th lap when Hunt )~___.___~_______~====~=====~====~====~~--.---~----~ 
East doubleheader Sunday. last summer's junior began to slow. 
W L Pct."GBL Woods led off the decisive amateur draft and the 30th 
x-New York 100 ~ .~7 -- Uth with a single, only the over all, scored once in the 
BoMon 97 64  .602 2'/:I second Toronto hit of the second period and twice in ~ [[ 
Baltimore 97 64 .602 2v=.game, and went o second on the thlrd to help the I 
Detroit 74 68 .457 26 Bob Bailor's sacrifice bunt. Penguins increase their ! '11 Cleveland 71 90 ..1 28V~ He moved to third on a exhibition record to four Milwaukee 67 95 .414 33 fielder's choice and scored wins and a defeat. " Toronto 54 107 .335 ~/~ on the first pitch to Doug Dionne, who finished 
West Ruder. second in the NHL scoring []  
x-Kansas City 102 60 .630- Toronto's Dave race last seaon to Guy 
Texas 94 68 .aS0 8 Lemanczyk picked up his Lafleur of Montreal 
Chicago 90 72 ,5.~ 12 13th victory of the year to tie Canadiens, collected a gt~e ~ i J , 
~lnnesota 84 77 .522 17v~ therecord for victories by a and three assists as 
California 74 88 .457 28 pitcher on a firstyear ex: Kings remained tmde.f.eat~_ 
i i Seattle 64 98 .395 38 :'Oakland 63 98 .39~ 3m/~ pansion club. The record in exhibition action wire a ~- I " x--clinched division title, was set by Gene Brabender 4 triumph over Vancouver : Saturday Results of the 1969 Seattle Pilots. Canucks. ! 
Cleveland at Toronto, 2 ppd, Elsewhere, Washington 
"rain P h i l l i e s  capitals tied Detroit Red Detroit 10 New York 7 WiDg8 3-3, Buffalo Sabres • 
Baltimore 8 Boston 7 fought to a 4-4 draw with 
I Seattle 5.1 Chicago 3.6 New York Islanders, .... Minnesota 9 Milwaukee 1 down Toronto Maple Leafs beat '" :. Texas 6 Oakland 5 Chicago Black Hawks 5-1 .:s' California 4 Kansas City 1 and St. Louis Blues downea , a Sunday Results "11 :1__  Atlanta Flames 4-2, ' ~ ~£ 
Torento2-aClevelandl-, ~,xpos  Winnipeg Jets of the m . ~ . . . . .  
Baltimore at Boston plxl rain World Hockey Association ~;o, • ~ ~ :  ~°;~'J:~ 
New York 8 Detroit 7 shaded the NHL M/nnesota . .:::; . . . . . .  • -.;.:,.:.. :: :.: ..:: :, . .  
Seattle 3 Chicago 2 PHILADELPHIA (AP) - -  North Stars 4-3 and the N'HL :~ii!,....::::: " " ' . . . .  .:.::. :..:::.:: .~::,  .... 
Kansas City 2 California 0 LaiTy Christenson allowed Boston Bru~s blanked New : , 
Minnesota 6 Milwaukee 2 thrace hits in seven innings England Whalers of the ' " :::. 
. in o er PI BMIIM BBBR " National League defeated Mon[real EXPOS 5-3 And Edmonton Offers of L':':.'  . . . .  
EaSt "" for their 101st National the WHA whipped Spokane ' Be. STYtB .... 
W L Pet. @BL League baseball victory of Flyers of the Western In- ..... 
x.Philadelphla the season Sunday. ternational Hockey League ~:..: 
101 61 ,623 - -  Christenson, 19-6, won his 7-0. :,,~. 
Plflsburgh 96 66 ,593 5 seventh consecutive game SPENCER GETS TWO : :  
St. Louis 83 79 ,$12 |8 and 15th in the last 16 Brian Spencer and Jean 
Chicago 81 80 ,so0 20 decisions. Pronovost each scored twice "" 
Montreal 7s 87 .463 26 In seven innings, for the Penguins with 
New York 64 98 .393 37 Christenson allowed three Jacques Cossette and LeT 
west runs, one unearned, walked Morrlson getting one apiece. ..... 
x-Los Angeles 98 64 .605 - -  tWO and struck out three. Jim McCabe, Bob Mur- " " ~  
Clnclnnatl 88 74 ,s~3 ~o Gene Garber pitched the doch, Dennis Maruk and 
Houston 81 81 .$00 17 San Francisco 75 87 .463 23 last two innings for the Chris Manery scored for 
San Diego 69 93 .426 29 Phillies and recorded his Cleveland. 
Atlanta 61 101 .371 37 19th save. Walt McKechnie's second 
x--clinched division title, Steve Rogers, 17-16, was goal of the game at 16:57 of 
Saturday Results the loser, the third period gave 
The game was a tuneup Washington its tie with A W Q U ~  
Chicago at Pittsburgh, ppd for Christenson, has been Detroit. raln 
New York 8-2 St. Lc)uIs 4-4 named to pitch in the third Harland Monahan scored I I~ j~ I~ jR~I~I~ 
Cincinnati 6 Atlanta 2 game of the National the other goal for the - -  - 
Los Angeles 4 Houston 3 League playoffs this week Capitals in the penalty-f,led 
San Francisco 13 San Diego 4 against Los Angeles Dodg- l~amewhichhad14~ minutes 
Montreal 6 Philadelphia 5 ors. mpenalties. - 
" ~ . . . .  .~  . 
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FOR A 
LOOKING 
FOR HELP? 
THE Herald, 3212 Kelum Street 
P.O. Bax3~ Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.6357.Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cants. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3'.00). 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
$40.00. senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
S51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Claselfleds due 24 houri prior to 
desired day of publication. 82.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
1. Coming Events 
I 
Rebekoh Lodge Tea and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. L 2-4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Ago Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:304:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (otf Nov.) 
HOUSE PLANT SALE: Sat. 
Oct. 1st 10 a.m. • 2 p.m.,. 4912 
Park Ave. 
Variety of Houseplents. 
Proceeds to Terrace Child 
Development Centre. For 
Donatlone or Information phone 
635-5&~0. (c-Oct. 1-77) 
T~;rraca Chess Club Is looking 
for now players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to attend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
Loyal OrderofMunse Lodge No. at th e Terrace Swimming Pool 
1020, Terrace, B.C. Meatlng 
held every 2rid end 4th Thur- Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (ctf) sdey every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (ctt) 
13. Personal 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night st 8 I no longer will be responsible 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For asof Septomber30, 197"/for any 
more information phone 635. debts Inourr4d by my wife 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings let Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
:!442. 
Meeting • Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
, Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bazzasr on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
the Veritas Auditorium. 
CTF 
~m Canadlen • Calorie ~ l ~  eat every Tuesday atL~l~"hll[ 
' Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Information call 635-5486. or635. 
7425. 
A special general meeting of 
the Skeane Valley Golf and 
Country Club membership is 
called for Tuesday October 4th., 
at S:00 p.m. In the Clubhouse. 
This concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom- 
mendations, discussion of 
General Meeting for election of 
new Officers and Interim 
Operation of the Club. it IS 
vitally Important you atlond.(p- 
Oct.4) 
Chentalle Mlcheud. Jean 
Mlcheud. (c-1-3) 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
• Free Eslmates. Phone 635.8076 
or 431-1:[31. (ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635.4835. 3238 
Kalum. (eft) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Retrlgeratlve Contracting and 
hou~shold repairs. Phone 435. 
N/4 or 638-1~11. ('-'If) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Tax! - 635-2242 (,-'If) 
I I I  I I I ' ( I  I I "j,;,~.! ,~ ~ ,, ,. ~.,~, . . . .  
ASTROLOGY 
Register now for beginners 
~, Advanced evening classes. 
;or more Informotlon or cun- 
ultations. Phone 635.2390." 
Evenings) 
P.l~S) 
QU'EENSWAY TRADING 
3215 Kalum. 638.1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It.  
We've Got It .  
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns - Antiques 
FurnlhJre- Appliances 
T.V.s - Stereo's- Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In Town" 
.(~.f) 
The Tamltlk Women's 
Aseociatlon wi l l  hold their 
annual general meeting on 
Thursday, September 29, at e 
p.m. In the Kltlmat Women's ' KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Centre In the flechako Centre, Small cat work, 420JD. Land. 
Sept. 27 to Oct. 11. exhibition of 
art selected for office display in 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Oct. 4 - 8:00 p.m. general 
meeting of the Terrace Art 
Association. New comers 
welcome. Library Arts Room. 
ATea end Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The Independent -Or-del" of 
Foresters are having a Tea & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from 1.4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 
The I.O.F. regular meetlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at e p.m. 
Kltlmat Community Arts 
Council • Next Meeting: 
Thursday Oct. 13, 1977 at 7:30 
p.m. at Museum. Arta and 
Craft Fair: The 6th Annual 
Fair to be held on Oct. 02, 1977. 
at City Centre Mail. All 
Welcome. 
A special meeting of the 
Terroce Social Credit porty will 
be held at the Terrace Library 
on Wednesday Oct. 5, 1977 at 
7:30 p.m. (cir.3) 
, I I I 
BUSINESS 
• OPPORTUNITIES 
Wewlll Establish you in 
your own 
DISCOUNT FABRIC 
STORE 
In the location of your choice, 
Initial Investment $10,000 to 
S15,000. For more In. 
formation write to Box 
Stn. R. Kelowna, B.C. V1X 
4KS. 
seeping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle traller. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
,(c,:t) , 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Lets prqfesslo~al sell It 
for you. ~ ' 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635.4373 
DL OO6O5#. 
(cff) 
- - ~E .W.  landscaping 
Box 4,14, Terrace, B.C. 
Sl~clallzlng In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care - Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contruct Blasting 
635.6W3 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(c-20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
I I  
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC IE 635.2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Servlce Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers; 
And Ranges 
(ctf) 
l i  i I . , . 
19. Help Wanted 
Required Immediately. ex- 
~ loader operator for w heel.boom cable loader, in 
the Williams Lake area. Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
perience. Twelve months 
operation period. Contact: 
Dave Kerran. Jacobsen 
Brothers Forest Products 
Phone 392.4121 weekdays or 
wrlfo Box 4710 Williams Lake 
(c.I.$) 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
Couch and Chair for sale. In 
excellent condition. Phone 63S. 
5628. (p.19.2) 
Hunter Spec ia l -0  ft. Cam. 
perette with boat rack. also 12 
fear old Mare Pony. Phone 635. 
7521. (p-20•3) 
One antique wood cook stove 
and one wood cook stove. 1972 
Internetlonal Travel.All 
$1800.00. Open to offers. Phone 
635.2485. (p.21.2) 
Welner plgs for sale. Call 635. 
2603 (cff-) 
39. Boats & Engines 
1974 Chrysler boat motor for 
sale. 55 H.P. complete with let, 
good condition. $900. Phone 
635-2420 (c.21•3) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent for slngle gee- 
timon In the bench area. With 
kitchen and living teen 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
Sleeping room for rent. Private 
entrance. Near town. 
Supply of linen every week. Has 
a bathroom for your con. 
venlence. Very reasonable 
price. Phone 635.4813 a~ter 5:00 
p.m. (ctf.m.w.f) 
48. Suites for Rent 
CEDARPLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite s 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
:arpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security en. 
terpohone and elevator. Ab. 
solutely no pets. 
(~f) , - 
I H,'LSiOELOOGE i 
[ 4450 Little Avenue i 
ISlonplng rooms, housekeeplngl 
|units, centrally located. Fully I
ifurnlshed. Reasonable rates by[ 
|day or week. : Nun•drinkers] 
[only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) , j 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 635-3469 or 679• 
3961 (c.Sept. Oct) 
01inton Manor [ 
Furnished or unfurnished studio] 
or 1 bedroom apartments. I 
Security enterphone. Sauna.| 
635.4261 [ 
~0•1032 J 
KEYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom part• 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools an¢ 
downtown. Clean. quiet 
paclous, security Iock~up and 
mtrol. 
635•5224 
:ctf) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V2 
blockfrom schools. 3 rain. walk 
from town. Suitable for 
families. S250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
2 bedroom suite; Available 
October 1, 1977. Centrally 
located. Phone 635.9471 (otf) 
Storage space available for 
campers, boats, vehicles, etc. - 
Limited space left. Call 635.4328 
for quotes. (otf-m and th) 
49. Homes for Sale 
2 bedroom house for sale: 
.Beautifully situated'on Lakelse 
Lake. Large lot. Must sell, 
owner leaving town. Phone 635. 
3178. (p.19•2)) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house at 
4645 Kelth Avenue. Price S2,000. 
Must be moved , before 
snowfall. Phone 635.6334 days 
or 635.4974 nights. (c•19.9) 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom home with com- 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.3944 after 
5 p.m. for details. Priced at 
$51,500. (ctf) 
49. Homes for  Sale 
Four bedroom house with un. 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' X 40' wide and 
20' high. On 12.5 acres, Y2 mile 
from city Llmlto. For more 
Information phone Houston 845. 
2928 or write to Box 580. (p-got 
14) 
House for Sale: 
3 bedroom house with wall to 
wall carpet.full basement gas 
heat close to schools end town, 
afire by 4921 Park of phone for 
635-7382 or 635-7594 (p . .  .16- 
17-19-21-1-3-5-7-9-11 ) 
55. Property  fo r  Sale 
Must sell - Two wooded lots 
totalling S.13 acres, Ideell) 
located In the town of Telkwa. 
Sub.dividing poselbllltlas. 
Write Box 2322, Sml~ers, B.C. 
of phone 847.3353. (p.20-3) 
57. Automobi les  
1.973 Nova SS radio, new fires. 
Best offer. 638-1356. also 
1972 Datsun 510 Radio, tape 
deck, asking $1700. Phone 638. 
1356. (p.21,1) 
1970 Ford LTD. Good condition. 
$1,400 or best offer. Phone after 
5:00 p.m. 638-15"/7 or view M 
5218 McCennell (I)-1-3) 
1974 Mazda, 4 door Station 
Wagon. Low mileage, excellent 
condition. 82400 firm. Phone 
638-1842 after 6 p.m. (atf) 
1977 Blazer KS. Many options. 
For more Information call 624- 
6015. Interested parties only 
(c-20-3) 
1973 Chevy ~ ton. 6 cyl., radio, 
canopy. Asking 82,000. Phone 
635-6880. (p-20,1,4,6) 
For Sale: 1973 Dodge 
Tradesman Van. Interior 
Customized. Please phone after 
6:00 p.m. 635.3029 (p.20.3) 
1970 Ford custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic inch, 
aufomotI¢. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635.6235 or 635.4328 (otf) 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Seturdoy. (ctf) 
58. Mob i le  Homes 
Immediate Occupancy: 13x68 
fhree bedroom safoway. 
Laundry room, finished mud 
room, large sundeck. 
Located on a fully landscaped 
choice lot at Copperalde. Phone 
635.4461. (c-oct. 2) 
For Sale: Mobile Home. Set up 
In Woodland Hlaghto Trailer 
Park. Fully skirted, with Jeey 
shack. Phone635.S348 after S:00 
p.m. (p-19-2) 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhlll. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 435.2641 
evenings, and weekends. (p. 
,15,16,19,20,21,3,4,51 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
i3' Camper Trailer. Phone 635. 
5626 (p.l-5) 
60. Tenders 
"B 'R~UMBIA  HYDRO 
• AND POWER AUTHORITY 
invites tendere for - Supply, 
haul end place approx. 15,700 
cu. yds. of grandular fills at new 
B.C. Hydro Office and 
Wereboma Site In Section 9, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Reference No. Q7.3848 
Closing Date: 12 October 1977 
Sealed tenders clearly marked 
as above-referenced will be 
received In Room 1024,' B.C. 
Hydro end Power Authority 
Building, 970 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 
11:00 e.m. local time, 12 Oc- 
tober 19TL 
Details may be obtained from 
the office of the Purchasing 
Agent, 191h Floor, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 
1Y3, telephone 663.2577 and 663. 
2560.  ' 
c.1) 
Too much bench 
time slows you 
down. Get active, 
Get in shape and 
put yourself in 
the clear, Fitnese is fun. 
Try some. 
I 
68. Legal 
i 
Notice of Application to Change 
of Name 
Notice Is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vital Stotlstlcs for a 
changeof name, pursuant o the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me: AAItie 
Schlnkel of 4607 Haugland 
Street, Terrace, In the Province 
of British Columbia, as follows: 
To change my name from 
Aaltle Schlnkel to Aaltie Selnen. 
Dated this 28th day of 
February, A.D. 1977. 
Volcano 
spares 
village 
KALAPANA, Hawaii 
(AP) -- This tiny coastal 
community on Hawaii 
Island appears to have been 
spared from a lava flow with 
the end of an eruption of 
Kilauea Volcano, scientists 
report. 
"We'll probably let the 
residents return to their 
homes Monday morning if 
nothing new happens," 
Dennis Yamashita, Hawaii 
County civil defence lo- 
gistics and supply officer, 
said Suada~'. 
The cooling flow slowed 
early Sunday to a rate of 
five or six feet an hour. 
Activity ended Saturday 
afternoon in the volcano's 
cone about seven miles 
away, said Len Anderson, a 
geophysicist at the Hawaii 
Volcano Observatory. 
The town's 175 residents 
were evacuated late last 
week when authorities said 
the lava flow might pass 
through but the lava later 
began to ,pool in gumes 
about a mile from the sea. 
Fire 
injures 
24 
SHANNON, Ireland (AP) 
-- A'jetiinei" carrying about 
250 U.S. tourists caught fire 
here late Sunday and about 
24 passengers were injured, 
S 
Airport authorities re- 
por[ed. 
Initial reports said in- 
uriea were limited to 
roken limbs reported to 
have been caused when the 
DC-8 aircraft made an 
emergency stop during 
take-off when flames were 
spotted coming from the 
landing gear. 
The plane, chartered from 
Capitol Airways, had made 
a stopover here while 
returning to the U.S. with 
the tourists who had spent 
eight days in Rome. 
Airport authorities said 
most of the passeners on the 
plane came from Texas and 
Oklahoma. The plane was 
reported to be bound for 
Dallas, Tax., via Hartford. 
Passengers said the plane 
was taxiing down the run- 
way ready for takeoff when 
flames were spotted 
shooting from the landing 
gear, witnesses aid. They 
said the flames rapidly 
• spread to the right side of 
the plane. 
The~plane was im- 
mediately stopped. 
The injured passengers 
were taken to hospital. The 
other pasangers were found 
hotel accommodation for 
the night near the airport, 
which is about 130 miles 
from the Irish capital of 
Dublin, 
[ i I 
I 
Joint accord hailed 1)y 
Arabs, .rapped by Isr, tel 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
The Israeli government 
sharply criticized on Sunday 
a new U,S.-Soviet 
• declaration on the Middle 
East. The Palestinians and 
other Arabs hailed it as a 
itive step toward peace.' 
he joint declaration, 
aimed at reconvening a 
Middle East peace con- 
ference in Geneva before 
the end of the year, urged 
Israel to recognize the 
"legitimate f ights of the 
Palestinian people" and to 
{;rant the Palesfinians a role 
m Geneva negotiations. 
Israel claimed the 
declaration would stiffen 
Arab policy toward Israel 
and hamper efforts to 
resume the peace con- 
ference, which comprised 
only a brief session in 
December, 1973, after the 
last Arab-Israeli war. 
Jerusalem contends the 
superpower ndorsement of 
PalesUnian participation i
Geneva will open the way 
for a Palestine Li~ration 
O 
delegate o join the talks and 
for creation of an independ- 
ent Palostlnian state, op 
lions rejected out of hand m 
Jerusalem. 
The Israelis have said 
only that they will accept 
n on 
representation i a Jor- 
daulan delegation at Gen- 
eva. 
MESSAGE TO CARTER 
Informed sources in Cairo 
said a "very, importa~" 
message-from ,l~g~'i)h~in 
President Anwar Sadat, 
commenting on the joint 
declaration, was sent 
Sunday to Egyptian Foreign 
Minister Ismail Fahmy, 
who is in New York City for 
the current meeting of the 
United Nations General 
Assembly. . 
The semi-offiemt Egyp- 
tian newspaper AI Alu'am Israeli Fina~ :e Minister 
Said Fahmy will meet U.S. Simha Ehrlich, vho chaired 
President Carter in the next a cabinet meeti g Sunday in 
two days to pass on Sadat's the absence of Prime 
message. Minister Men~ ,era Begin, 
Faruk Keddumi, chief of recovering in t spital from 
the PLO's political exhaustion, said the 
department, in New York declaration co tales "the 
and the Egyptian state radio first signs tha the super- 
welcomed the declaration as ppowers want 1 impose a 
a "positive step toward a solution." 
breakthrough in the "The staten :nt is not 
stalemated Arab-Israeli acceptable t Israel," 
conflict." Ehrlich said. We cannot 
The declaration, issued 
Saturday by U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance and 
Soviet Foreign Minister 
Andrei Gromyko, did not 
define the so-called "rights" 
of the Palesfinians. A U.S. 
state department 
spokesman said later those 
rights should be negotiated 
at Geneva. 
The statement by Moscow 
and Washington called for 
participation i  a new peace 
conference by "al l  the 
parties involved in the 
conflict, including the 
Palostinians." But it did not 
mention the PLO. 
accept an imposed 
solution." 
Meanwhile, : bomb ex- 
ploded in , :rusalem's 
central bus sta on Sunday, 
wounding three ersons, one 
of them seriousl , police and 
hospital officia ; reported. 
In Beirut, Lebanon, 
Yasser Ararat': Palestinian 
guerrilla comm nd claimed 
it was respons )le for the 
blast. A comrf mique said 
the expldsion killed and 
wounded "an unspecified 
number of Zioz sts and in- 
flicted heavy d~ na~e to the 
buses parked m the 
station." 
Cubans sent 
to Ethiopia 
CAIRO (Router) -- A 
Somali embassy official 
said Sunday a large 
proportion of the Cuban 
troops .in Angola have been 
withdrawn and sent to 
Ethiopia. 
The Soviet Union has 
decided to meet all the 
expenses of the tran- 
sportation of Cuban troops 
in addition to providing. 
them with supplies during 
their stay in Ethiopia, the 
official ,Middle East News 
Agency quoted him as 
saying. 
"The Soviet U ion exerted 
strong pressure on Angolan 
President Agust ~ho Neto to 
approve the tre ~fer of the 
Cuban troops ~pfr~ ~:  
country to Etl 
agency reporb as 
saying. 
He was furth( ' quoted as 
saying that N, ,o's recent 
visit to the Sovi( Union was 
topersuade Mos ow that he 
presence of ~e Cuban 
troops was in th( interests of 
the security of ngola. 
Greenpeace in debt 
after whale campaigns 
SEATTLE (AP) -- Green- 
Foundation president 
• Patrick Moore said 
Friday that his organiza5ion 
is $bout $250,-000 in debt 
after its anti-whaling 
protest against Russians 
and Japanese on the Pacific 
Oeean this summer. 
He told a rally here t at 
about $500,000 of the money 
raised by the organization 
supported shadowing of 
whaling ships by the James 
Bay, a converted 
minesweeper. 
He also said the whale 
population may be dwin- 
dling seriously. 
"The z/~usaiaus and 
Japanese found few whales 
this year and there is some 
doubt they will fish next 
year became the whale 
population has been so 
depleted," he said. 
"What makes me angry is 
that scientists sit around 
and devise humane ways to 
kill whales," he said. 
"You know how the 
Russians do it? They wait 
unUl the big body curves up 
out of the water, then blow 
i~ backbone away with 
e~plosive harpoons. 
"Whales are mammals, 
just like us, and they scream 
and thrash around for 15 or 
so minutes before they go 
still." 
Moore also called for an 
end to the hunting ~ of the 
ii| i i 
"LOOK" 
As low as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home • furnished - set up end delivered. 
i 
HURRY! 
Phone Mr. George- collect 434-9175 
bowhead whale by Eskimos. 
"The theory that Eskim,s 
should continue to slaughter 
the whale as a tradition has 
long ago been proved false," 
he said• ".oat of the 
traditions of the northland 
natives went a long time ago 
with the entrance of the 
white man on t~ .~ scene. 
"Now tourists ~re the Es- 
kimos to go c t in their 
plastic boats wi h powerful 
outboards and lm'der the 
whales w th explosive 
harpoons. Th tourists 
watch from hel :opters or 
other boats." 
At least 150,000 species of flowering plant al known. 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36' 
12 sheets only. 3 . ' /6  
TIlE DALLY HERALE 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings f~ 
right persons. 
Phone Mr. Loiselb 635.6,157 
The Terrace Daily Herald 
:> 
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[,, COMICS the d,,i ly herald On the lighter side 
  l'he Wizard of Id by,  .t parker and Johnny hart 
B.C. 
ZOI  
by johnny hart 
C.~A6J-0~J~ ~ "ri4e 
ACROSS 
1 Lohengrin's 
bride 
5A- - to  
Cerberus 
8 Rowan tree 
L~ A tide 
1,1 Cormnon 
value 
14 Real 
'15 Easily 
damaged 
17 Rave 
18 Start for 
ten or tier 
19 Smarts 
~1 A tooth 
s/Flowerless 
plant 
Epochal 
26 Detract 
30 Cuckoo 
31 Meat sauce 
22 High bill 
Destroy a
hirge part 
&~ Soaks fiax 
36 Races engine 
osswor 
41 Author 2 Famous 
Levin general 
43 Ardor 3 Girl of song 
43 Devote 4 At the apex 
48 Et --; and 5 Petty row 
others 6 Cereal 
49 French grain 
island 7 Protect 
50 Snare S Start for 
51 Soft mineral piece or 
52 Machine part board 
53 Half: a 9 Algerian 
prefix seaport 
DOWN 10 Ladder 
I Purpose round 
Avg. solution time: 27 mill. 
11 Wagers 
16 The heart 
29 Ctty in 
New York 
21 Alcoholic 
honey drink 
22 River in 
France 
23 Secular 
Exploits 
26 Dravidian 
27 Solar disk 
23 Toddlers 
29 Scottish 
Gaelic 
31 Govt. 
agents 
34 Sarcastic 
35 Responds t~ 
a stimulus 
37 -- Lanka, 
38 Thrash 
39 Spicy stew 
40 -- Eireann 
41 The same 
High note 
45 Land 
measure  
. . . . . .  ~.~ 31 Intelligence 45 Hesdwenr 
- - 38 t~e of 10-3 47 Sli~ian~er 
i 0 ,,o ,, 
Doonesbury by Garry Trud.eau l: ] " I, i.o, I 
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Hagar the Horrible by Dik " ' '-Crypb)qulp 
( atfish 
AKZROF KBDKZO ROZDASHL 
by Rog Bollen 
KB.FDHSKZKADLH 
Cryptoqulp---POLITICAL STUMPERS CON- 
TINUE TO PLUMP FOR FAVORITE-SON VOTES. 
~) 1977 King Featuzts Syndicate. Inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: L equals S
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, sha~ words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
COTTON FASHIONS 
Award.Winning Ideas 
Bonar's Ark by Addison 
The Amazing ;pider-man 
By Start Lee and John Romita 
Pre fers  Ca l i f .  S ing le  
To  New York  Mar r ied  
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by 111e Chicago Trlbune-N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 24-year-old California woman who 
fell in love with a terrific eligible bachelor while 
vacationing in New York. 
We're planning a November wedding, but every time I 
think of living in New York I break down in tears. I hats 
New Yorkl I was born and raised in California, and all my 
friends and family live here. 
We have to live in New York because my fiance is a 
rty sician, aud his father (also a physician) is retiring and aving him a wonderful established practice. 
I~,e asked my fiance to consider taking the California 
Medical Boards so he can practice there, but he says it's 
foolis]i to start all over again in California when he has a 
successful ready-made practice in New York. I know he's 
right. But as much as I love him, I know It1 be miserable in 
New! York. 
Please answer soon as-time is running out. 
TORN 
DEAR TORN: If you "know" you'll be miserable in New 
York, you will be. And he'll be miserable, knowing that 
you're miserable, which will make for a miserable 
mnFl~e.  . 
Unless you go to New York determined to build a new 
and happy llfe, for your sake and his, call the wedding off 
and stay in California. 
DEAR ABBY: For years I have been driving four 
neighbor children and my daughter to'school every day. I 
decided not to join a car pool because I figure that as long 
as I am driving anyway, I may as well take a car.full. 
Incidentally, we have a nice new car with six seat bolts, 
and I am as dependable as a dock. 
We've lived in this neighborhood for many years and I 
know all the parents, but I don't see them socially. Of 
course all the mothers know that I chauffeur their children 
every morning because I pick them up at their doors. 
Now I don't expect a medal, but when I meet one of the 
mothers in the market or at PTA, not ONE mother has 
ever said "thank you" to me. 
If parents are so thoughtless about showing their 
appreciation, is it any wonder their kids think the world 
owes them a living? 
This has been on my mind for a long time. Please print 
this to wake up a few mothers. But don't use my name or 
location. 
IRRITATED 
DEAR IRRITATED: Names and locations are 
unnecessary. The guilty ones will know who they are. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Fnnces Drake 
FOR MONDAY, 
OCTOBER 3, 1977 
~! 
CHEERFUL AND CHARM- 
ING-Tommy winner for 
Junior Looks is adaptable 
strapless undross and shawl 
by Elyse Silver for Elyso 
Fashions, with border print 
from Ameritex in 100 per- 
cent cotton. 
Real winners in. the fash- 
ion field are floral print 
separates that can create a 
totally together look and 
keep you comfortable atthe 
same time. 
Two such dramatic out- 
fits in 100 percent cotton 
have been given 1976 
Tommy Awards (named for 
the tommy keys used by 
COMPLETE WArDROBE-  
"The Weeken~lbr" is six- 
piece all cottn~ print en- 
semble by Gil Aimbre for 
Genre to be worn in layers. 
Exciting mix of prints from 
Private Collection Fabrics 
Limited. 
ender," a six-piece, all-print 
layered ensemble for the girl 
who likes to wear her entire 
weekend wardrobe at one 
time. Gll Aimbez designed 
it for Genre, and it won a 
Tommy award for Sports- 
wear.  
The components are a 
shirt and ascot, culottes, a 
~IES 'V~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
You get a splendid idea for 
increasing your income. Act on 
it promptly lest you begin to 
have doubts as to its feasibility - 
and drop it summarily. 
TAURUS ~:~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Here is a chance to advance, 
hut with precisely directed 
endeavor and theme. Artistry 
and finesse will count heavily, 
so will simple precautions. No 
hostel ~ 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) 
A new contact made now 
should be diverting as well as 
thought.provoking. In fact, you 
should find personal relation- 
ships in general highly 
stimulating. CANCER @E:;~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Whether assisted or not, you 
can pull some plums out of this 
day's fine offerings. Don the 
mantle of the go-getter - -  and 
win! 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
A good period for completing 
unfinished business, starting 
unusual projects and advancing 
new ideas. If oppesed in the 
latter at first, try a different 
peplum jacket, side button strategy. 
printed-textile c]~aftsmen) skirt, quilted vest and re- ~"V~d)24 to Sept. 23) --~a.[~J~l~t 
for "Must innovative use of versible coat. The combina- 
printed fabric and related finns are numerous, with an You have several dandy 
fashion designs." exciting mix of prints from prospects in sight. Even if 
A very adaptable strap- Private Collection Fabrics less sundress and shawl de- results are not immediately 
signed by Elyse Silver for Limited. Cotton takes dyes f0 .r~l~0n~g, ood efforts will 
Elyse Fashions is the winner so well that virtually any color is possible and can be make a favorable impression, 
for Junior Looks. The her- permanent; colors remain i ~  reward. 
der print is from Ameritex clear and sharp. And mod- 
in 100 percent cotton, the era finishes help cotton (sept] 24 to Oct. 23) ~----i~L~'~ 
fiber that's soft, smooth, fabrics keep their shape and Stellar influences now give 
washable and durable. The 
elasticized top of the sun- size. you an edge in any challenges 
dress can also be worn Any way you wear it, you are likely to face--but be 
around the waist as a skirt cotton is stronger, more alert, nevertheless. You could 
with the shawl as is, or economical, easier to wear miscalculate so;newhere along 
transformed into a head or and take care of than just the lille. 
body wrap. about any other fabric. SCORPIO " ~  
No other fiber, natural or Besides, it's beautiful! No (Oct. 24 to NOV. 22) - - t in -  
man-made, has the versstil- wonder more and more de- 
ity of cotton. That's why signers are using it to create Gains indicated in your 
material status. Don't it's a natural for "The Week- award-winning fashions. 
hesitate to confide your ob- 
jectives to super iors-  who 
should be in receptive mood Just 
now. 
SAGITrARIUS j¢~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Try to avoid verbal or 
emotional confrontations. If 
necessary, you be the one to 
offer compromise, but don't 
abandon high principles. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~ '  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. ~.0). 
This is a day for aggressive 
action. Aim for your goals in a 
swift, sure manner, hut don't 
trend on sensitive toes in your 
forward thrust. 
AQUARIUS : ~  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Personal relationships a t  
their most congenial. In fact, a 
resourceful friend may eve, 
help you to attain a long- 
cherished esire. Pm~ X~ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Be ready for changes. Some 
surprising instructions may be. 
given regarding your duties and 
responsiblities. Maintain your 
balance and avoid overreac- 
ting. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with a lively 
imagination, a fine intellect and 
great versatility --  especially 
along creative lines. You also 
have the ability to turn ordinary 
circumstances into golden 
opportunities for gain. You can 
go it alone or join amiably with 
others, and you like working 
with those who do things 
brightly, concisely and with 
, little fuss. You can act with so 
little fanfare yourself that you 
• often surprise others with your 
abilities. You are highly ob- 
jective in your thinking and 
essentially view all things 
d i spass ionate ly  and  
unemotionally. This fact 
sometimes gives others the 
impression that you are "cold" 
hut, actually, you are a warm 
person-  simply aiming for 
accuracy and perfection. Birth- 
date of: George Bancroft ,  
,Mner. historian; Gore Vidal, 
author, playwright. 
